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The first version of the University Policy and Procedures Manual has been compiled by the Quality Assurance
Unit under the Department of Planning and Quality. This Manual is intended to provide faculty, staff, and
students with a relatively complete compilation of the most common policies and procedures guiding
University practice.
In addition to these policies, students, faculty, and staff should consult the Deanship of Student Affairs for
Student Handbook, the Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs for Faculty Handbook, and Human Recourses
Department for Employee Handbook.
All university members are expected to become thoroughly familiar with these policies and procedures and
to contact Quality Assurance Unit about questions related to the Policies and Procedures Manual.
This Manual will be updated on an annual basis. However, while every effort has been made to ensure its
accuracy, the university reserves the right to make changes in its content at any time. All policies are
approved by the University Council and Board of Trustees and are available on the University OneDrive
shared folder.
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1.0 University Vision, Mission, Goals, and Core Values
1.1 VISION STATEMENT
Excellence in providing academic programs and leadership in training and consulting, in
order to contribute to the service of society and meet the needs of the labor market.
1.2 MISSION STATEMENT
To nurture students' knowledge and skills by developing quality academic programs and
recruiting outstanding competencies, within a sustainable, productive institutional
environment
1.3 STATEMENT AND POLICIES
▪ The mission statement is published in the University web page and other relevant

publications. The mission statement is reviewed every strategic planning cycle.
▪ The defined mission statement is revised and approved by the Board of Trustees.
▪ The mission guides all of the institution’s operations (e.g. planning, decision-making,
▪
▪
▪
▪

resource allocation, academic program development).
The planning of the academic programs contributes to the achievement of the
University’s mission and goals.
The graduate attributes and learning outcomes at the institution and program levels
are in line with University mission and the Saudi Arabia Qualification Framework
The mission statement is reviewed and updated every 5 years.
The University’s mission statement is the foundation upon which University strategic
planning is based.

1.4 STRATEGIC GOALS
The University of Prince Mugrin has the following strategic goals:
1.4.1

Developing appropriate infrastructure for the educational and digital environment.

1.4.2

Building strategic partnerships with the leading organizations, locally and
internationally.

1.4.3

Enhancing the quality of education and training.

1.4.4

Expansion and diversification in income sources and funding.

1.4.5

Institutional performance development.

1.4.6

Improving learning outcomes and graduates’ attributes

1.5 CORE VALUES
The University of Prince Mugrin endeavors to achieve its mission through the following set
of core values which define its character and culture:
▪
▪
▪
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2.0 PLANNING AND QUALITY POLICIES
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2.1 CREATION AND REVISION OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin ultimate goal is to ensure that its policies and procedures are
updated, as appropriate, on an ongoing basis according to high standards of practice to
provide a basis for consistent decision-making.
Purpose:
UPM Policies and Procedures Manual contains several types including, but not limited to,
explications of matters contained in the Faculty / Employee Handbook /Manual and Student
Handbook, interpretations of UPM-System regulations, administrative and fiscal policies, and
other policies that may directly or indirectly influence the operations of the University.
The purpose of this Policy is to provide a framework followed in the creation, implementation,
monitoring, and revision of University policies and their associated procedures.
Scope:
The scope covers all colleges, departments, and units in the University of Prince Mugrin.
Policy Provision:
1. The process of creating and revising policies is a shared responsibility between the
University Vice Rectorate / College / Department / Unit under which the policy falls
(the Policy Owner) and the Planning & Quality Department (PQD).
2. The Policy Owner is responsible for ensuring that the content of policies is accurate
and conforms to actual University practices.
3. The Planning & Quality Department (PQD) is responsible for:
a. Maintaining the presentation, formatting, language, and writing style of policies;
b. Ensuring that the content of policies conforms to international best practices in
higher education institutions;
c. Filing the original copies of the policies with resolution;
d. Uploading the policies with their respective resolutions on the shared drive and
Policy and Procedure Manual within one week after a University Council (UC) or
Board of Trustees (BOT) resolution has been issued;
e. Having a back-up of all policies to submit it to the University Council (UC) at the
end of every academic year;
f. Rendering the UPM policies and procedures on the shared drive location
accessible to all UPM members.
g. The PQD is the only department that is allowed to upload the most updated
versions of the all University policies on the shred drive; policy owners must not
add any of the policies on the shared drive that is accessible to all UPM
members.
4. It is the responsibility of College Dean/Program Head and Department Director to
ensure that their direct members are fully aware of the policies that affect their
area(s) of work and understand the implications of inconsistent or poorly applied
policy and procedure.
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5. All UPM members must support the fair and consistent application of University
policies in relation to their area of work. It is the responsibility of each individual to
ensure they have a full understanding of the policies and procedures that directly
affect their area of work.
6. The Policy Owner must obtain the initials of the Director of Planning & Quality
Department. and the respective Vice Rectorate/College Dean/Dean of Student
Affairs/ on every page of the hardcopy
Creating New Policies
a) Any individual in the University has the right to suggest to her/his
respective Vice Rectorate/College/Deanship/Department Chair to
create a new policy to govern a particular area of the University’s
operations.
b) The Vice Rectorate/College/Deanship/Department Chair is
responsible for drafting all new policies on the UPM policy template,
following the guidelines specified in the Policy & Procedures Manual.
Revising Policies
a) The PQD must revise the content of all new and revised policies,
as well as, the formatting of the provisions to check their alignment
with the Policy & Procedures guidelines.
b) The PQD must conduct a research about the best practices
related to the policy under revision or development and share the
research results with the policy owner who has the right to accept
or reject using the information in relevance to existing contextual
factors.
c) The PQD needs a time frame that ranges between 2 to 3 working
weeks to process any policy based on several factors including but
not limited to the number of provisions included in any policy and
the status of the policy-whether it is new or under revision.
d) All policies and procedures must be revised within a 5-year cycle,
or when need arises in response to relevant changes that occur at
different levels.
Policy Approval
a) The PQD must approve the content of all new and revised policies
in consultation with the Policy Owner.
b) All new and revised policies must be approved by the concerned
University Vice Rectorate/College/Deanship/Department Chair/
Director of Planning & Quality Department and submit them to the
UC for final approval in order to become effective.
c) The Rector’s Office must submit all policies to the Board of Trustees
for approval after obtaining UC approval.
Publication and Distribution of University Policies
The Department of Planning and Quality Department shall maintain a central University Policy
shared folder with links to all University Policies. Upon the approval of a University Policy:
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a) The Policy Owner shall coordinate with PQD to publish and distribute the
University Policy on the university shared folder and by other appropriate
means.
b) The University Policy must be disseminated to the University community as
set forth in this policy.
Policy Format
A standard policy format ensures clarity and consistency. Although not all policies will
contain all of the format elements, University policies will be written and maintained
following the format described below:
I.
Header information:
a. University policy title (provided by the Policy Owner)
b. Policy number (provided by the PQD)
c. Version (provided by the PQD)
II.
Policy Statement: Purpose of the policy and the statement of philosophy,
position, rule, regulation or direction.
III.
Purpose: A brief rationale for the policy.
IV.
Scope: Identification of parties governed by the policy.
V.
Policy Provision: Presentation of the rules, interpretations of rules,
procedures, or other information that will help staff/faculty/students of the
University to understand specific policies and protocols for action.
VI.
Procedures that apply: A guideline or series of interrelated steps taken to
help implement the policy.
VII.
Applicable forms: The University forms used in following this policy will be
displayed here.
VIII.
Related policies: List information that supports the specific policy in this
section. These documents may be internal or external to the University.
IX.
References: Related legislation and documents aligned to the policy.
X.
Policy History: This is a record of significant changes by date, for the
specified policy.
XI.
Contacts: Information about the Policy Owner.
XII.
Approvals (Signature, position, and date of approval: Required for
approvals and all subsequent reviews and updates.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Responsibility

Creates a new policy on the policy template or makes changes
to an existing policy.
Sends the draft policy to the QPD
Reviews, edits, formats, and assigns a policy number and version
to the draft policy
Arranges a meeting with the Policy Owner to discuss the
revisions and agree on the content of the policy.
Sends the softcopy of the policy with all revisions incorporated
back to the Policy Owner.
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S.
No.
6.

Responsibility

Forwards the policy to the Rector/Vice Rector/ College Dean/
Deanships’ Deans/ Department’s Chair for approval.

Policy Owner

7.

Reviews the policy and informs PQD and the Policy Owner of
any suggested changes.

8.

11.

Incorporates the suggested changes to the policy and sends the
final version back to the Policy Owner.
Prints a hard copy of the policy and obtains the initials of the
Director of Planning & Quality Department and the Rector/Vice
Rector/ College Dean/ Deanships’ Deans/ Department’s Chair
for approval on every page of the document.
Submits the initialed hardcopy and softcopy of the policy to the
Rector's Office to add to the UC agenda for discussion.
Reviews the policy.

Rector/Vice Rector/
College Dean/ Deanships’
Deans/ Department’s
Chair
PQD

12.

Sign the last page of the policy document.

13.
14.
15.

Issues a UC resolution indicating approval of the policy
Forwards the policy to the Board of Trustees for approval
Sends the final signed version of the policy along with the UC
resolution to the PQD and the Policy Owner.
Releases the policy by circulating it with the UC resolution
attached to all applicable Units and individuals in the University.
Retains the policy in hardcopy and softcopy in the PQD records
Files and stores a copy of the hardcopy policy with resolution
on the shared drive.
Uploads the policy with resolution on the intranet system

9.

10.

16.
17.
18.
19.
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PQD
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PQD
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2.2 COURSE EVALUATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
The UPM values quality in the courses it offers to the students. Course evaluation provides a
valuable student feedback and are one of the ways that UPM works towards maintaining and
improving the quality of courses and the student’s learning experience. Involving the students
in this process is critical to enhance the general quality of teaching and learning.
Purpose:
Course evaluation:
1. May be used, as one indicator of teaching effectiveness,
2. Helps instructors improve the future delivery of courses,
3. Informs students about courses and instructors,
4. Is a component of the teaching report, and
5. Helps administrators and faculty committees in their decision-making processes.
Scope:
All courses with five (5) or more registered students shall be evaluated.
Policy Provision:
1. All UPM students will evaluate classes and instructors using a standardized course
evaluation instrument in the SIS Online Course Evaluation System.
2. Course evaluations will be administered online during the last 2 weeks of classes. If a
session includes a final exam week, the evaluations will occur during the 2 weeks prior
to the start of final exams. Each student will be sent information through his or her
UPM email address detailing how to access and complete course evaluation.
3. All course evaluation forms contain the 5 items used for faculty annual assessment and
promotion:
a) Questions about the start of the course
b) Questions about the instructors
c) Questions about what happened during the course
d) Evaluation of the course
e) Overall evaluation
f) Additional open-ended question designed to provide the instructor with
useful formative data that can be used to improve student learning
4. All opinion questions shall be answered on a scale from 1-5 where:
a) Strongly Agree (5),
b) Agree (4),
c) True Sometimes (3),
d) Disagree (2),
e) and Strongly Disagree (1)
5. All evaluations are anonymous and confidential.
6. Students who have submitted the course’s evaluation are eligible to see their grade on
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SIS System after the instructor has submitted them. Students who do not submit an
evaluation will not be able to see their grades on the SIS till they fill the evaluation.
7. Results shall not be disclosed with the instructor, the Department Head or the College
Dean before final grades in the course are submitted and processed.
8. Only the holders of these roles are eligible to see evaluation data:
a) The Rector
b) The Dean of the College in which the course is offered
c) The Head of the Department in which the course is offered
d) The instructor (after submitting all the grades in the SIS)
e) The Faculty Evaluation and Promotion Committee, for the purposes of
considering whether to promote the instructor or to renew their contract.
9. Department Heads and Deans will have access to the course summary reports and
student comments for instructors and courses in their departments.
10. Results shall be available for the previous five academic years.
11. The Planning and Quality Department shall be responsible for the application of this
policy and its principles.
Procedure
1. On the last date of the course, the Quality Assurance Unit emails the students a
hyperlink to the evaluation and emails the instructor a notification that it has been
sent.
2. The email to the instructors asks them to encourage their students to submit the
evaluation and includes a hyperlink where they can see the response rate.
3. The Quality Assurance Unit emails the Department Heads and their faculty members
the evaluation data once the course evaluation reports are ready.
4. The Head of Department shall discuss with the instructors the results of their course
evaluations for improvement actions.
5. Results from course evaluations should be included in the teaching portfolio as part of
the evidence of effectiveness.
6. The Head of Department shall submit an annual Faculty Professional Development
Plan to the HR Department based on the evaluation results of their faculty members.
7. The faculty member shall prepare action plans to improve teaching methodology
according to the course evaluation report.
8. Faculty members attend the suggested Professional Development Programs by the
Head of Department.
9. The faculty member shall save a copy of the course evaluation report in the semester
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course report.
10. The Head of Department shall monitor faculty member during next semester and
submit a report.
11. Anonymity and confidentiality: the written evaluations in the form of comments shall
be considered confidential to the faculty and the Head of Department; however,
numerical results may be used by other than the faculty in reporting only if presented
in aggregate form.
Procedure for Distributing Individual Course Evaluation Survey Report
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Providing the Course Evaluation Survey results to
Department Heads through individual reports for each
faculty, each course, and each section.
Emailing the results of Course Evaluation to the faculty
members and discussing areas for improvements.

Head of Quality Assurance Unit

Including Course Evaluation rate in the Faculty Performance
Evaluation Form.
Suggesting the HR Academic Professional Plan based on the
faculty areas for improvement.
Saving a copy of the Course Evaluation Report in the
course report.
Submitting an action plan to improve the course evaluation
rates to Department Head
Organizing the appropriate academic professional training
for faculty members
Following up with the faculty during the academic year
regarding performance improvement
Attending and monitoring faculty’s teaching classes

Department Head/ Dean

10. Comparing faculty course evaluation rate with pervious
semester and revising where needed.
11. Comparing faculty course evaluation rate in one course
with other sections (Male & Female) or other courses that
are taught by same faculty where needed.

Department Head/ Dean

Department Head/ Dean
Faculty Member
Faculty member
HR
Department Head/ Dean
Department head/ Dean
Department head/ Dean
Department head/ Dean

12. Submit a full report including action plans about all faculty in Department Head
the academic department to the Colleges Deans and
Educational Services Dean
13. Submit a summary of the course evaluation report to
VRAA
14. Share the summary of the report with Head of Quality
Assurance Unit
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3.0 ACADEMIC POLICIES
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3.1 CURRICULUM APPROVAL AND REVIEW POLICY
Policy Statement:
The University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to follow all the teachings and
regulations of national (NCAAA) or international bodies of accreditation when reviewing
existing academic program.
Abbreviation List:
NCAAA
HOD
DCC
DC
SAQF
PSPC
UC
MOE

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

National Center for Academic Accreditation and Assessment
Head of Department
Department Curriculum Committee
Department Council
Saudi Arabia Qualification Framework
Program and Study Plan Committee
University Council
Ministry of Education

Purpose:
This policy regulates the review and change of existing courses/curriculum to meet the needs
of Saudi Society which includes:
Major Curriculum Changes
1. Change to the title of an academic program.
2. Change to a program’s total number of credit hours or the relative
distribution of credits hours between core and elective courses.
3. Inclusion or elimination of a track/concentration
4. Change to the primary language of instruction in a degree program.
5. Change to a Program Learning Outcomes
6. Change to a course learning outcome (more than 20% of courses)
7. Change to a Program graduates attributes
Minor Curriculum Changes
1. Change of the status of core courses to elective and vice versa, without
changing the relative distribution of credit hours.
2. Creation, cancellation, or modification of a Minor,
3. Creation, cancellation, or modification of an elective course.
4. Modification of a course content (20% or less) without affecting the
Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)
5. Change program admission requirements
6. Change in course name or code
7. Change in the term a course is offered
8. Change in a course prerequisite
9. Change the textbooks for a specific course
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Note: semester specific plans (e.g., extra classes/tutorials) can be decided by the course
instructor in coordination with the Head of the Department (HOD) and are not covered by
this policy.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs \ Colleges
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs
Policy Provision:
1. Academic Departments are responsible for carrying out major or minor curriculum
review, review of existing courses, and/or development of new courses.
2. Academic departments are required to form the Department Curriculum Committee
(DCC).
3. The DCC is to be chaired by the corresponding Head of the Department, and reports
to the Department Council (DC). The tasks of the DCC include but not limited to
the following actions:
a. Comprehensive curriculum review once every five years after the graduation
of at least one undergraduate batch to determine the effectiveness of the
existing curriculum.
b. Submit a proposal of major/minor curriculum changes to the Department
Council if necessary.
c. Ensure quality and clarity in learning outcomes and assessment areas in
submitted course review and/or development new course.
d. Annually review course reports and program reports, and
e. Approving/rejecting minor curriculum changes suggested by course instructors
if any.
f.

Prepare and submit the preliminary proposal and/or the final proposal for any
suggested new program to the DC after being approved by the HOD if he/she
is not the head of the committee, and

g. Work on any corrections, comments regarding the new program proposals,
and
h. Keeping all minutes of meetings, correspondences, and policies related to the
new program Designing.
4. The membership of the DCC has to satisfy the following criteria:
a. The minimum number of committee members is three members.
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b. All members of the DCC have to be ranked as Assistant Professor or higher.
c. All members of the DCC must have at least three years of teaching experience.
5. Head of Departments are required to direct the DCC members to perform the abovementioned tasks with clear written directions (E-mail) with all subtasks that are
required.
6. The Head of Department has the right to review existing course or develop a new
course outside the curriculum review cycle (5 years)
a. Courses to be developed in compliance with the National Center for Academic
Accreditation and Assessment (NCAAA) and/or the Saudi Arabia Qualification
Framework (SAQF).
b. Developing a new course that is indicated as elective in the curriculum.
c. Course reviewers must consider all comments and recommendations in the
previous respective course report/s and all related comments.
7. Minor curriculum changes can be performed at the beginning of the academic semester
whenever necessity is indicated in the Course Report of the previous semester or
recommended by the course instructor. Minor changes must be approved by the
corresponding DCC and the Department Council, higher approvals in the hierarchy
are not required for minor curriculum changes.
8. The comprehensive curriculum review Report must include DCC recommendations
and program mission and goals, plan of study, the program learning outcomes, the
course specifications for all courses using the NCAAA forms (Program Specification
and Course Specification).
9. The DCC is then required to submit a report of the comprehensive curriculum review
in addition to the Program Specification and Courses Speciation to the Department
Council for approval.
10. Once the comprehensive curriculum review is approved by the Department Council,
the Head of Department must submit the proposed curriculum review document to
an External Reviewer who is an expert in the field.
11. The Head of Department must submit the proposed curriculum review document
along with a report that includes all reasoning and necessary resource allocations
(budget, equipment, instructors, lab engineers … etc.) to the College Council for
approval.
12. After that, major curriculum changes have to be approved by the Program and Study
Plan Committee (PSPC).
13. The Vice Rector of Academic Affairs (VRAA) must submit the final revised curriculum
document to the University Council (UC) for approval
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14. The UC responsibility is to secure the approval of the Board of Trustees (BOT) and
Ministry of Education (MOE) for the major review of the curriculum.
15. Course codes of deleted/deactivated courses cannot be reused after six years of the
course deletion or deactivation.
Procedure(s) that apply:
A: Major Curriculum Changes Procedure:
S.
No.
1.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Instruct the DCC to conduct the comprehensive
curriculum review policy.

HOD

Collect the comments and recommendations from
course reports, program report and course and program
evaluation surveys

DCC

3.

Arrange comprehensive curriculum review meeting to
discuss the curriculum based on current data/reports.

DCC

4.

Submit the report of the comprehensive curriculum
review to the HOD

DCC

5.

Submit the report of the comprehensive curriculum
review to the Department Council

HOD

6.
7.

Approve the report
Submit a report to the College Council that contains all
the reasoning and resource allocation for the new major
curriculum changes

Department Council

8.

Approve the report

College Council

9.

If Approved: Submit the Report to the Program and
Study Plan Committee (PSPC).
If Not Approved: Returns the curriculum with
recommendations to the HOD

College Dean

2.

10. Submit the Approved proposal to Program and Study
Plan Committee (PSPC).
11.

If Not Approved: Returns the curriculum with
recommendations to the College Dean
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College Dean

Review the proposal and submit the final decision to the
College Dean

12. If Approved: Submit the Report to the VRAA for
approval
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S.
Procedure Steps
No.
13. Submit the final curriculum document to the University
Council for approval

Responsibility
Vice Rector of
Academic Affairs

14. Submit the final curriculum document to the Board of
Trustees (BOT) for approval

Rector

15. Submit the final curriculum document to the MOE for
final approval

Rector

16. Archiving the final approvals and notifying the VRAA and
the College Dean

Rector’s Office

17. Sharing Plan of Study and Courses Specification with
Registrar’s Office.

College Dean

B. Developing a New Course Procedure:
S.
No.
1.
2.

Procedure Steps
Submit Proposed new course to HOD
Instructs the DCC committee to review the newly
developed course

Instructor
HOD

3.

Review the proposed new course and conduct discussion
meetings.

DCC

4.

If Approved: submit the proposal to the Department
Council
If Not Approved: return the proposal with
recommendations to the HOD

DCC

5.

Report the necessary changes to the Department Council DCC

6.

If Approved: submit the proposal to the Program and
Study Plan Committee (PSPC)
If Not Approved: return the proposal with
recommendations to the HOD

College Dean

Review and submits the final recommendations to HOD

Program & Study Plan
Committee (PSPC)

7.
8.
9.
10.

Update the program specification document
Direct corresponding instructors to develop the course
syllabi
Archiving the related minutes and approvals

11. Shares the changes with the Register’s office
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C. Reviewing Changes to Existing Course Procedure
S.
No.
1.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Submit Proposed changes to an existing course to HOD

Instructor

2.

Instructs the DCC committee to review the proposed
changes to an existing course

HOD

3.

Review the proposed new course and conduct discussion
meetings.

DCC

4.

If Approved: submit the proposal to the Department
Council
HOD
If Not Approved: return the proposal with
recommendations/Justification to the instructor

5.

Submit the proposed changes to the college Council for
Approval

6.

If Approved: Submit the approval to the HOD
College Council

If Not Approved: Return the proposed changes along
with recommendations to the HOD
7.

Completes and signs the necessary application form and
submit it to Program and Study Plan Committee (PSPC)

HOD

Review and submits the final recommendations to HOD

Program and Study
Plan Committee
(PSPC)

Direct corresponding instructors to update the course
syllabi

HOD

8.
9.
10.

Archiving the related minutes and approvals

11. Shares the changes with the Register’s office
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3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAM POLICY
Policy Statement:
The University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to follow all the teachings and regulations
of national (NCAAA) or international bodies of accreditation when reviewing existing
academic program.
Abbreviation List:
NCAAA
:
HOD
:
DCC
:
DC
:
SAQF
:
PSPC
:
UC
:
MOE
:
BOT
:
VRAA
:

National Center for Academic Accreditation and Assessment
Head of Department
Department Curriculum Committee
Department Council
Saudi Arabia Qualification Framework
Program and Study Plan Committee
University Council
Ministry of Education
Board of Trustees
Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs

Purpose:
This policy regulates the initiation of new programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels,
and the approval process for the new program. This policy is divided into two parts:
1. Part A: Preliminary Proposal submitted to the Rectors Approval, which covers the proposal
part of the new program and the benchmarking,
2. Part B: The Final Proposal for MOE Approval, which covers creating all documents needed
for the new program to be presented to the final approval by the Ministry of Education
and start taking students into the program.
The policy also limits the preliminary proposal and the Final Proposal to the norms and forms,
suggested by the NCAAA.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs \ Colleges
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs
4. Other: Board of Trustees and Ministry of Education
Policy Provision:
1. Development of new academic program must contribute to the national strategy of
the kingdom and align with its growth plan.
2. New programs must be aligned with the Strategic Plan of the University.
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3. A new program proposal is prepared by a designated academic department/college
according to the NCAAA standards and requirements.
4. A new program proposal must be developed according to supported information of
the labor market demand.
5. A new program proposal is submitted to the college Dean and the Vice Rector of
Academic Affairs for initial approval before starting the curriculum design process.
6. All new programs at the UPM are subject to an internal review process to ensure
quality by Department of Quality Assurance and Planning.
7. Academic departments and College Deans are required to form the Department
Curriculum Committee (DCC) to develop the curriculum for the proposed program
or to collaborate with a reputable university to adopt its curriculum.
8. The DCC is to be chaired by the corresponding Head of the Department (HOD), and
reports to the Department Council (DC). The tasks of the DCC include but not
limited to the following actions:
a. Comprehensive curriculum review once every five years after the graduation
of at least one undergraduate batch to determine the effectiveness of the
existing curriculum.
b. Submit a proposal of major/minor curriculum changes to the Department
Council if necessary.
c. Ensure quality and clarity in learning outcomes and assessment areas in
submitted course review and/or development new course.
d. Annually review course reports and program reports, and
e. Approving/rejecting minor curriculum changes suggested by course instructors
if any.
f. Prepare and submit the preliminary proposal and/or the final proposal for any
suggested new program to the DC after being approved by the HOD if he/she
is not the head of the committee, and
g. Work on any corrections, comments regarding the new program proposals,
and
h. Keeping all minutes of meetings, correspondences, policies related to the new
program Designing.
9. The membership of the DCC has to satisfy the following criteria:
a. The minimum number of committee members is three members.
b. All members of the DCC have to be ranked as Assistant Professor or higher.
c. All members of the DCC must have at least three years of teaching experience.
10. The Head of Department, if not chairing the committee, is required to direct the DCC
to perform the above-mentioned tasks with clear directions with all subtasks that are
required.
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11. New academic Program must be reviewed by local or international evaluator as per
requirements of the Ministry of Education (MOE).
The plan of Study, Program Specification and Courses Specification documents for new
programs must be submitted to Department Council, College Council, Program and Study
Plan Committee (PSPC), the UC, the Board of Trustees (BOT) and the Ministry of Education
(MOE) for approval.
Procedure(s) that apply:
Part A: Preliminary Proposal
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

The preliminary proposal of a new program
should be prepared by filling out the following
areas on the NCAAA “Program Specification”
template:
Program Identification and General Information
Items (1-2-3- and 6) with a major focus on items
3 and 6.
Mission, Goals, and Learning Outcomes items (12-3 and 4) should be filled.
Students Admission and Support Item (1) should
be filled and if any budget is needed for new
equipment or operational costs should be
explained here.
Learning Resources, Facilities, and Equipment:
items (1-2-and 3) should be filled and aligned
with D.
Program Management and Regulations: item (1.2)
supportive evidence on the involvement of all
stakeholders should be presented with the
proposal
The preliminary proposal should include a brief
justification and an initial budget for the feasibility
study.
Preliminary Proposal sent to the HOD. This
might be skipped if the HOD is the chairing the
Department Curriculum Committee (DCC).
HOD checks all procedures on Step 1 were
done and all documents are attached, then sends
the proposal to the DC for approval.
DC meets to review the Preliminary Proposal
If Approved: sends the proposal to Dean of
College for approval
If Not Approved: Sends the proposal with
comments or recommendations back to the
HOD

Faculty/HOD

Expected
Timeframe
5 days

DCC

1 day

HOD

1 day

DC
DC

5 days
1 days
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S.
No.
6.

Procedure Steps

Dean if has comments or not approving gets it
back to HOD
7. If the dean is approving, then sends a request to
the VRAA to present for the Program and Study
Plan Committee (PSPC).
8. VRAA forwards it to the Program and Study Plan
Committee (PSPC) for reviewing and feedback.
9. PSPC asks for presentation and discussion with
College Dean and Head of Department
10. PSPC sends their feedback to the VRAA
11. VRAA may send the proposal back to the college
with comments and recommendations.
12. Or VRAA sends the proposal to the Rector for
the approval

Responsibility
Dean

Expected
Timeframe
2 days
1 day

Dean
VRAA

1 day

PSPC

5 days

PSPC
VRAA

5 days
2 days

VRAA

13. Rector sends it back to VRAA with the approval, Rector
3 days
rejection, or comments
14. VRAA send it back to the Dean to either starts
VRAA
1 day
on PART B if the Rector approves, or to work
on comments and send it back for approval.
If on this cycle there might be some comments, the response should go back to the one
issued the comments without going back through the previous steps.
Part B: Final Proposal:
S.
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

After the Rector has approved the Preliminary
Proposal, Feasibility Study should be carried out.

HOD/Quality
Assurance &
Planning
Department
Quality
Assurance &
Planning
Department

If Feasible: Notifies the HOD with brief
explanation to prepare the final proposal of a
new program.
If Not Feasible: Returns the Preliminary Proposal
to HOD/College Dean with explanatory note for
rejection
The Final proposal of a new program should be
prepared by filling out ALL the areas on the
NCAAA “Program Specification” template in
addition to course specification template for each
course in the POS
Sends the proposal to VRAA via College Dean to
send to a national or international university to
assess the new program as per MOE
requirements.
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S.
No.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Expected
Timeframe
6 weeks

Evaluates the program and sends back to the
VRAA

External
Evaluator

Review the evaluators’ feedback and modify the
proposal if necessary, by DCC
Send the final Proposal to VRAA via the College
Dean to present the final proposal to the PSPC
for review and Approval
Reviews the new program proposal and POS and
submits the recommendations
If approved: Issues a resolution and submits the
final proposal to the UC
If Not approved: Returns the final proposal to the
College Dean with explanatory note for the
rejection.
Reviews, recommends, and approves the
program
UC if does not approve sends back to the Rector
with comments
Rector gets comments resolved through VRAA
and submit again to UC
Presents the Curriculum documents to the BOT
for final approval
Board of Trustees approval or comments sent to
the Rector
Submit the final proposal to the MOE
If approved: informs the VRAA of the MOE’s
decision
If not approved: terminates all operations
Inform the HOD of the MOE’s decision
Implements the new academic program
After the Rector has approved the Preliminary
Proposal, Feasibility Study should be carried out.

HOD/DCC

5 days

VRAA

1 day

PSPC

5 days

VRAA

2 days

UC

5 days

UC

1 day

Rector

5 days

Rector

1 day

BOT

2 weeks

Rector
Rector

1 day
8 weeks

Rector
2 days
HOD
2 weeks
HOD/Quality
2 weeks
Assurance &
Planning
Department
If on this cycle there might be some comments, the response should go back to the one
issued the comments without going back through the previous steps.
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3.3 CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to provide information relating to attendance and
absences from classes while enrolled as UPM student.
Purpose:
This policy is to ensure that all UPM students, faculty members and Head of Departments
are aware of rules and regulations relating to attendance and actions in case of breaching.
Scope:
▪ Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
▪

Deanship of Student Affairs.

▪

Students / Prospective Students.

▪

Student’s Parents when necessary.

▪

Faculty members.

▪

Head of Departments.

Policy Provision:
a. Students are required to attend all their scheduled classes on time including lectures,
studios, laboratories, and internship or other practical sessions. Attendance of
tutorials is not required.
b. The class instructor is responsible to keep the record of attendance for all students.
c. If the student is less than 10 minutes late, he/she will obtain a tardy mark for the
attendance for that class, where every three tardy classes are equivalent to one
absence. If the students arrived more than 10 minutes late, they are considered absent
for that class even if they attended the remainder of that class session.
d. The DN Limit is 25% of all scheduled classes in the semester. Therefore, students will
obtain a DN grade in the class if their total number of absences exceeds the DN
Limit. Please note that the DN Limit counts both the excused absences and the
unexcused absences.
e. The DN grade has to be issued by the instructor and approved by the Head of
Department when the student exceeds the DN Limit. Before issuing the DN grade,
two absence warnings have to be sent by email to the student when he/she reaches
10% and 15% of absences from the total number of absences. The academic warnings
and the issuance of the DN are detailed later in this document.
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DN Limits for Regular Semester (15-Week Semester)
DN Limits* for Various Number of Classes per Week
Credit
Total
1
2
3
4
Hours Hours/Semester
Class/Week Class/Week Class/Week Class/Week
1
15
4
2
30
4
8
3
45
4
8
11
4
60
4
8
11
15
5
75
4
8
11
15
6
90
4
8
11
15

Credit
Hours
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DN Limits for Summer Semester (8-Week Semester)
DN Limits for Various Number of Classes per Week
Total
1
2
3
4
Hours/Semester Class/Week
Class/Week Class/Week Class/Week
15
2
4
6
8
30
2
4
6
8
45
2
4
6
8
60
2
4
6
8
75
2
4
6
8
90
2
4
6
8
105
2
4
6
8
120
2
4
6
8
135
2
4
6
8

DN Limits for Summer Semester (5-Week Semester)
DN Limits for Various Number of Classes per Week
Credit
Total
1
2
3
4
Hours Hours/Semester Class/Week Class/Week Class/Week Class/Week
1
15
1
3
4
5
2
30
1
3
4
5
3
45
1
3
4
5
4
60
1
3
4
5
5
75
1
3
4
5
6
90
1
3
4
5
7
105
1
3
4
5
8
120
1
3
4
5
9
135
1
3
4
5
Example 1: Calculate the DN Limit for a 3 Credit-Hour class with 3 class/week class
meetings for a regular 15-week semester.
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Calculation:
Total number of minutes
= 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 × number of weeks in a regular semester × 50
credit hour
week
min
= 3
× 15
× 50
= 2250 min/semester
week
regular semeter
credit hour
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘

𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠

Total number of classes = 15 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 3 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 = 45 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟
Class length = 2250

min
semester

÷ 45

class
semester

= 50 min/class

DN Limit in minutes = 2250 × 25% = 562.5 min
562.5 min

DN Limit = 50 min/class ≈ 11 absences
Therefore, DN is issued at 11 + 1 = 12 absences.
Example 2: Calculate the DN Limit for a 3 Credit-Hour class with 5 class/week class meetings
for a 5-week Summer semester.
Calculation:
Total number of minutes
= 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 × number of weeks in a regular semester × 50
credit hour
week
min
= 3
× 15
× 50
= 2250 min/semester
week
regular semeter
credit hour
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘

𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠

Total number of classes = 5 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 5 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 = 25 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟
min

class

Class length = 2250 semester ÷ 25 semester = 90 min/class
DN Limit in minutes = 2250 × 25% = 562.5 min
562.5 min

DN Limit = 90 min/class ≈ 6 absences
Therefore, DN is issued at 6 + 1 = 7 absences.
1. Student receives two “Absence-Warning” and a “DN-Notice” by email issued by the
course instructor based on the following rules:
Warning/Notice
First Absence Warning
Second Absence Warning
DN-Notice

Limit of absences as a
percentage of the total
class-time
= 10%
= 15%
> 25%

a. The “First Absence-Warning” email is sent when student absence reaches 10%.
b. The “Second Absence-Warning” email is sent when student absence reaches
15%.
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c. The “DN-Notice” email is sent when student absence exceeds 25%, and
accordingly:
i. The student has the right to review his/her absence record with the
course instructor and discuss reasons of absenteeism with the
instructor and the HoD.
ii. The HoD may reject the DN grade if the student reasoning and/or
course performance are convincing.
iii. The student has the right to file an appeal for the College Council no
later than the two weeks before the exam period to reject the
DN grade. Students who filed an appeal of the DN grade have the right
to sit in class and participate in all class activities till the decision is
declared.
iv. The DN grade will appear as a “DN” in the student record and counted
as an F grade in the GPA.
v. If a DN grade is issued, the i) DN Form, ii) a copy of the first absence
warning, and iii) a copy of the second absence warning will be sent to
the Registrar’s Office and the HoD.
Please note: Absence-Warnings and DN-Notices are valid even if the student did not
check, see, or reply to the emails. It is the student sole responsibility to regularly check
his email and to refer to the IT department in case there is any technical issues.
2. A "DN" list will be posted by the Registrar one week prior to Final Exam period.
3. The College Council may exempt a student from the DN procedures and allow
him/her to attend the classes and the final examination if the student provides an
acceptable excuse. For such exemptions that are provided by the College Council, the
minimum attendance requirement is not less than 50% of the lecture and laboratory
sessions scheduled for the course.
4. If the student continues to be absent after the DN issuance deadline, then the student
will lose the right to appeal.
5. A student may be granted an excused absence by the Head of Department, the College
Dean, or the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs for any of the following reasons:
a. Participation in a recognized University activity
b. Genuine emergencies over which the Family has no personal control, (e.g.,
death of a direct family member or major crises).
-
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delivery) has the choice of taking the exam on time or receive an incomplete grade “IC”
in the course. A pregnant student who delivers during the semester is given an excused
absence of 2 weeks from the date of delivery.
Absence for Non-Medical Reasons:
1. The Student who participates in a university sponsored off-campus trip must obtain
the permission to be absent from his/her course instructors. For female students, the
form should be signed by their parent/guardian approving her participation. A copy is
kept in the students’ file in the Students Affairs Deanship.
2. The office of the College Dean will publish and distribute to HoD and course
instructors lists of students who have absences authorized by the university (i.e.
Participation in a recognized University\College activity).
3. Absences due to marriage absence leave will be counted from the 25% absence
range. Therefore, the students are advised to plan their weddings during the college
official breaks mentioned in the Academic Calendar.
4. Students are entitled for 3 days excused absences if there is a death of close family
members. The term “close family members” is defined to include the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

mothers,
fathers,
husbands,
wives, sons,
daughters,
brothers,
sisters,
grandparents, and
parents-in-law.

The student must submit the proof of death of the family member upon return.
5. In case of death of the husband, female students can take the ‘Iddah’ leave of four
months and ten days, and will be allowed to withdraw from the university for the
rest of the semester with a grade of W.
Absence for Medical Reasons:

1. Students who become ill while they are in the university, should go to the clinic to be
seen by the nurse. The nurse has the authority to provide an excuse for one class
only.
2. If the student is sick and absent for more than one day, he/she should submit medical
report or sick leave to the course instructor within 3 days of his/her return to the
university.
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3. In case the course instructor has doubts about the credibility of the submitted medical
report, he/she has the right to request verification from the Deanship of Student
Affairs.
4. Students are recommended to have their medical reports from governmental
hospitals. If the medical report is obtained from a private health institute, the medical
report should be submitted to the Deanship of Student Affairs for verification.
5. If the instructor or the HoD refuses to approve the sick leave, he/she has to email the
College Dean with reasoning for the refusal. The College Dean then may accept or
reject the refusal.
6. Copies of the decisions regarding special cases should be sent to the corresponding
HoD to take the required actions.
7. If a student exceeds the limit of 25% absences due to medical reasons or non-medical
reasons during the semester, he/she will be advised to withdraw from the semester.
If the student did not withdraw the semester, he/she will be issued a “DN” grade.
Applicable Form(s):
Form Title

Retention
Time

Retention
Location

Absence Warning From / Email
DN Grade Form
Instructor Permission Form
Sick Leave Approval Form
Chronic Medical Condition
Explanatory Statement of Absence
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3.4 GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES POLICY
Policy Statement:
UPM is committed to supporting its students to develop a wide range of attributes (i.e.,
University Graduate Attributes) that will enable them to participate effectively in the work
environment and the community upon successful completion of their programs. The graduate
attributes ensure that the UPM graduate students are Market ready, and aware of their social
duties and ethical responsibilities.
Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is summarized in the following:
I.
II.

Identify the University Graduate Attributes of the UPM
Ensure that the Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) and Program Graduate Attributes of
various programs at UPM are based on the University Graduate Attributes

III.

Show that the University Graduate Attributes should be achieved through the
process of teaching and learning of the UPM courses and the extracurricular
activities, and

IV.

Outline the method by which the University Graduate Attributes and the Program
Graduate Attributes are measured through direct and indirect methods.

Scope:
This policy applies to all UPM students and programs.
Policy Provision:
1. The UPM has a set of four University Graduate Attributes, namely,
Graduate Attribute 1:

Innovative critical thinker entrepreneurs.

Graduate Attribute 2:

Committed, responsible leaders.

Graduate Attribute 3:

Effective and influential contributors to society

Graduate Attribute 4:

Skilled, competent communicators

These attributes encompass the threshold skills and knowledge that are required for
professional careers and/or higher education. Therefore, each graduate student is
expected to develop (or partially develop) during study.
2. Based on the University Graduate Attributes, each program at UPM has to develop:
a) Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs), which are the set of outcomes that the
program has to achieve through the academic courses, and
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b) Program Graduate Attributes, which are the set of attributes that characterize the
students who graduated from the program.
Please note: Both the PLOs and the Program Graduate Attributes have to sprout from
the University Graduate Attributes. Appropriate mapping has to be presented to
show the connection between University Graduate Attributes, PLOs and Program
Graduate Attributes. The VRAA Office will design and distribute forms to show how
to present the mapping.
3. The combined set of all the Program Graduate Attributes of all programs at the UPM
have to cover all of the University Graduate Attributes. Nevertheless, some
programs might have a set of Program Graduate Attributes that cover only a subset
of the University Graduate Attributes.
4. The PLOs of a specific program have to cover all of the Program Graduate Attributes
with presenting the appropriate mapping between the PLOs and the Program
Graduate Attributes.
5. All of the PLOs have to be covered through the teaching and learning process at the
program level and measured through the course assessments. The achievement rate
of the PLOs are documented by course instructors in the course reports for all
courses, and by the HoDs in the program report.
6. The mapping between the PLOs and the Program Graduate Attributes is used to
measure the achievement of the Program Graduate Attributes. The achievement
rates of the Program Graduate Attributes are then reported in the annual program
report.
7. The HoD has to ensure that:
a. all Course Specifications and Course Reports refer specifically to the PLOs,
b. the Program Specification contain the mapping between the PLOs and the
Program Graduate Attributes, and
c. the Program Report document the achievement rates of the PLOs and the
Program Graduate Attributes.
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4.0 HUMAN RESOURCES POLICIES
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4.1 RECRUITMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its workforce
by recruiting the most qualified applicants for all positions of employment through a meritbased selection process.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the recruitment of
faculty and administrative staff.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office.
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. In order to obtain authorization to fill a vacant position, the head of the
department/college (Dean) in which the position is located must prepare a written
request and obtain the approval of the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs/Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs. (Faculty or Admin).
2. For faculty positions, the department/College Recruitment Committee must initiate the
recruitment request. The composition and terms of reference of the Recruitment
Committee are governed by the policies of Vice Rectorate for Academic Affairs.
3. The recruitment request must include the title of the position, the job description, the
required qualifications (degree, experience, skills, etc.) and the date the candidate is
needed.
4. The Recruitment Manager/Human Resources Director coordinates with the department
to advertise open positions in appropriate local as well as international newspapers,
professional journals, recruitment websites, headhunters and the University website.
5. The recruitment process must target both internal and external sources:
a. For Internal Sources: The Recruitment Manager must post the advertisement
internally through electronic mail, bulletins and the University website.
b. For External Sources: The Recruitment Manager must post the advertisement in target
media such as newspapers, journals and/or magazines, professional and vocational
societies' websites, recruitment agencies and other suitable media.
6. The Recruitment Manager is responsible for reviewing and screening all CVs received
from both internal and external sources.
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7. For Faculty positions, the Recruitment Manager must check the following:
a. The university from which the applicant's final degree was earned. The university
must appear on the Ministry of Higher Education's list of approved universities.
b. The mode of study (on campus, online, distance learning, etc.). Applicants with
online or distance learning degrees are to be excluded.
c. The availability of an employment visa for international hiring.
d. The proof of rank for faculty position.
8. For Administrative positions, HR must conduct an Initial interview before referring
candidate CV to the concerned department the HR Director.
9. After HR prepares a long list of candidates, the department in which the position is located
is responsible for preparing the short list.
10. Candidates selected for interview must be notified in a timely manner, either verbally, in
writing, by email, or by fax (whichever is most appropriate given the time constraints and
information to be communicated) of all the details required of the candidate for the
interview.
11. Interviews must be conducted by an interview Committee. For faculty positions, the
interview committee is composed of at least three faculty members (including one senior
faculty member and a counselor) from the recruiting Department/College. For
administrative positions, the interview committee is composed of the Director of the
recruiting department and one or two senior employees from the recruiting department.
12. For all positions, once a candidate passes the interview, Human Resources must carry out
a reference check. At least two referees must be contacted. The recommended candidate
will also be subjected to a personality test. In case of international hiring, a personality
expert must conduct the personality test during the interview.
13. Any new faculty will be positioned as per the latest academic ranking if they have the proof
of that rank. (according to the available position)
14. New faculty member with PhD degree who has no proof of rank will be positioned as an
Assistant Professor. However, the faculty will be required to go through the process of
the official appointment of approving University as per the Faculty Appointment and
Promotion Policy.
15. Faculty members are eligible to apply for promotion after spending at least one year at
University of Prince Mugrin as per the Faculty Appointment and Promotion Policy.
16. A faculty with a master’s degree that is considered as a terminal degree and could not
provide a proof of rank for an Assistant Professor or higher, will be given a Lecturer job
title.
17. Once a candidate passes all the requirements, the Recruitment Manager is responsible
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for preparing, sending and following up on the job offer. If the job offer is accepted by
the candidate, the search ends. If the job offer is rejected, the process restarts again.
Staffing Plan
Start with forecasting the total number of students per year according to the annual average
rate of growth.
For faculty position:
a. Determining the need of faculty and administrative members for each college
and department at the end of each semester according to the total number of
students and the availability of specialized courses using Staffing Plan Form.
b. Preparing the Recruitment Requisition Form and obtaining the requested
approvals.
c. Determining the Criteria: degree of faculty members, specialization, and
experiences.
d. Performing the following:
i.

Sorting and interviewing the applicants then selecting the best by the
HR Department and the Concerned Recruitment Committee.

ii.

Preparing the minutes of Department Council’s suggestion.

iii.

Preparing the minutes of College Council’s recommendation.

iv.

Preparing the minutes of Higher Recruitment Committee’s approval.

v.

Preparing the New Hiring Form with all requested signatures and the
Rector’s approval.

vi.

Commencing the recruitment process by HR Department.

For administrative position:
a. Determining the need of Admin Staff by the department director / Vice Rector.
b. Determining the job descriptions and the main role of the position by the
department director / Vice Rector.
c. Preparing the Recruitment Requisition Form and obtaining the requested
approvals.
d. Determining the needed information: Degree, Experiences, and Certificates
etc.
e. Performing the following:
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i.

Sorting and interviewing the applicants to nominate the best
candidates by the HR Department and the concerned department.

ii.

Interviewing the nominated candidates then selecting the best ones by
the Administrative Staff Recruitment Committee.

iii.

Preparing the minutes of Administrative Staff Recruitment
Committee’s approval.

iv.

Preparing the New Hiring Form with all requested signatures and
Rector’s approval.

v.

Commencing the recruitment process by HR Department.

For leading position:
a. Determining the position of the following by the Rector:
• Vice Rector for Academic Affairs.
• Vice Rector for Executive Affairs.
• Vice Rector for Business Development.
• Dean of Educational Services.
• Dean of Engineering College.
• Dean of Computer and Cyber Security College.
• Dean of Business and Hospitality College.
• Dean of Student Affairs.
b. Nominating candidates by the Rector, the Vice Rectors.
c. Interviewing the candidates by the Rector, the Vice Rectors.
d. Selects one of the confirmed candidates and shares the result with the
University Council.
e. Reporting the interview feedback and recommendation to the Board of
Trustees for approval.
f.

Forwards the profile of the approved candidate to the Ministry of Education
for final approval.

g. Commencing the recruitment process by HR Department.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
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Procedure Steps
Submits Recruitment Requisition Form to fill a vacant
position to the Vice Rector of the relevant
department/college.
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S.
No.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility
Department
Director/Head (for
administrative positions)

2.

Checks whether or not position already exists in the
organizational structure of the University.
If it does not already exist,
initiates the process of
creating a new position.

3.

Vice Rector of relevant
department/college

Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs

4.

Checks whether or not budget is available for the
requested position.

Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs

5.

If budget is available,
forwards the approved
recruitment request to the
Recruitment Manager.

Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs

3.
4.

8.
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If it already exists,
approves the request and
forwards it to the Vice
Rector for Executive
Affairs.
Approves request and forwards it to the Accounting
Director to check the availability of budget.

If budget is unavailable,
sends recruitment request
back to the Vice Rector of
the relevant department
indicating the unavailability
of budget.
Advertises the open position in the appropriate local
and international media, in coordination with the
department in which the position is based.
Reviews and screens all CVs received from internal
firstly then external sources. Prepares long list of
qualified candidates and forwards their CVs to the
Recruitment Committee of the relevant
Department/College (for faculty positions) or the Head
of the relevant department (for administrative
positions).
Reviews the long-listed CVs and prepares a short list as
well a request for interview, including suggested names
for the interview Committee. Forwards short list and
interview request to the Recruitment Manager.

Human Resources
Manager
Human Resources
Manager

Head of the Recruitment
Committee (for faculty
positions).
Department
Director/Head (for
administrative positions)
Human Resources
Specialist

9.

Notifies candidate of the interview request in a timely
manner.

10.

Conducts the interview with the candidate and submits
Interview Committee
interview report to Human Resources for action. In case
of international hiring of faculty members, the
personality expert conducts a personality test during the
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S.
No.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

interview.

11.
12.
13.
14.
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Carries out a reference check and personality check on
the recommended candidate (faculty positions only).
If the candidate passes all requirements, sends
recruitment requisition form, signed by the Vice Rector
of the department, to the Recruitment Manager.
Prepares a job offer for the chosen candidate, in
consultation with the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs.

Human Resources
Manager
Head of Department

Follows up on job offer with the candidate.

Human Resources
Manager
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4.2 CONTRACT TERMINATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to the highest standards of integrity and
treats cases in which employees do not abide by the same standards with the utmost
seriousness.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in terminating an
employee’s contract for a cause.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. The University has the right to terminate an employee’s contract with or without
prior notice, depending on the circumstances of the termination.
2. The Department Head/Director and the respective Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs/Vice Rector for Academic Affairs must consult the Director of Human
Resources when terminating an employee. The Director of Human Resources is
responsible for ensuring adherence to the proper process and making sure that the
action taken complies with the employee's contract of employment and the Labor Law
of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Terminating an employee with notice
a. The notice period for terminating employees is 30 days prior written notice period
provided to the Second Party for staff and faculty members.
b. The University will pay a compensation/indemnity of half a month's salary, according
to the introduction of Article (77) of the Saudi Labor Law.
c. The University pays gratuities and end of service benefits to terminated employees as
per Articles 84, 85, 86, 87 and 88 of the Saudi Labor Law. The University pays the
employee an end-of-service benefit according to the Saudi Labor Law.
Terminating an employee without notice
a. The University has the right to terminate an employee’s service and contract without
notice, whereby award or indemnity will be forfeited in cases of serious misconduct
or the commission of serious errors.
b. The following cases are considered serious misconduct or commission of serious
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errors, as per Article 80 of the Saudi Labor Law:
i.

If, during or by reason of the work, the employee assaults the employer, the
manager in-charge or any of their superiors.

ii.

If the employee fails to perform their essential obligations arising from the
work contract, or to obey legitimate orders, or if, in spite of written
warnings, they deliberately fail to observe the instructions related to the
safety of work and employees as posted by the employer in a prominent
place.

iii.

If it is established that the employee has committed a misconduct or an act
infringing on honesty or integrity.

iv.

If the employee deliberately commits any act or default with the intent to
cause material loss to the employer, provided that the latter shall report the
incident to the appropriate authorities within twenty-four hours from being
aware of such occurrence.

v.

If the employee resorts to forgery in order to obtain the job.

vi.

If the employee is hired on probation.

vii.

If the employee is absent without valid reason for more than thirty days in
one year or for more than fifteen consecutive days, provided that the
dismissal be preceded by a written warning from the employer to the
employee if the latter is absent for twenty days in the first case and for ten
days in the second.

viii.

If the employee unlawfully takes advantage of their position for personal
gain.

ix.

If the employee discloses work- related industrial or commercial secrets.

c. Employees terminated without notice are given a chance to state their reasons for
objecting to the termination.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
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Procedure Steps
Holds a meeting with the Director of Human
Resources and explains the reasons for
terminating the employee’s contract.
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S.
No.
2.

3.
4.

5.
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Procedure Steps
Verifies that the reasons for termination
comply with the terms of the employee’s
contract as well as the Labor Law of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Conducts a written investigation and informs
the employee in writing to sign the
penalty/dismissal.
Discusses the termination case with the
University Rector.

Responsibility
Human Resources Director

Human Resources Director
Department
Director/Head/Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs / Vice Rector
for Academic Affairs/Dean of
College / Dean of Student
Affairs and the Human
Resources Director
The Rector

6.

Verifies with the Director of HR the process of
termination.
Informs the employee of the termination.

7.

Issues a notice of termination to the employee.

Human Resources Director

8.

Starts the handover and clearance process.
Please refer to Handover & Clearance.

Employee
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4.3 FACULTY CREDENTIALS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives towards excellence in teaching and research and
seeks to engage high-caliber faculty members with recognized academic qualifications.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in verifying that faculty
members possess the academic qualifications required for their positions at the University.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. As per Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) regulations, the University accepts
graduate degrees (Masters and PhDs) earned by faculty and staff as follows:
a. Academic degrees must be earned from recognized universities, as per
MOHE’s list of approved universities.
b. Academic degrees must be earned through full time and on-campus study. UPM
does not recognize academic degrees earned through part-time, distance or
online study.
2. New faculty members are responsible for providing the documentation necessary to
verify their credentials to the Human Resources Department (HRD) at the time of
recruitment. This includes, but is not limited to original certificates, official transcripts,
proof of rank, a curriculum vitae and relevant licenses or diplomas.
3. An official transcript includes the following elements:
• The issuing institution’s official seal;
• Signature of the appropriate authorizing agent, preferably the university
registrar;
• University letterhead or stationery;
• University watermark or other identifier; and
• Date of issue.
4. The cost to obtain official transcripts (including, if necessary, translation into the
English language and evaluation of the transcripts,) is borne by the prospective faculty
member.
5. If a faculty member is teaching in a discipline that requires licensure and/or
certification, they are responsible for providing documentation of licensure and
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certification issued by appropriate authorities to the University and for ensuring that
credentials are renewed or updated as required. The University has the right to
periodically request updated documents from faculty members to maintain credential
folders.
6. Before the end of the probationary period, the Human Resources Department submits
the faculty member’s documents for verification as follows:
American Verification Center for International degrees:

i.

The Human Resources Department sends all degrees earned outside the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to a U.S verification organization that is a member
of National Association of Credential Evaluation Services (NACES) to
obtain a general report that includes the following:
• The equivalency of the faculty credentials
• The accreditation status of the universities
• The mode of study of highest degree, if possible.

ii.

The cost of this verification process is borne by the University.

Ministry of Higher Education

i.

For non-Saudi faculty members: The Human Resources Department sends
copies of all degrees along with a signed Consent Form addressed to the
Saudi Cultural Mission to authorize MOHE to verify each degree. A general
report will be received from MOHE that includes the following:
• The authentication of each degree.
• The status of the universities as per the Ministry of Higher
Education's list of recommended universities.
• The mode of study of each degree.

For Saudi faculty members: Saudi faculty members who earned one degree or more from
abroad must submit their degrees' evaluations after being verified and qualified by the
Ministry of Higher Education ()معادلة الشهادات.
7. If the new recruited faculty members fail to submit their credentials to the Human
Resources Department before the end of the probationary period, the University will
consider their contract null and void.
8. The University reserves the right to terminate a faculty member from their assignment
immediately in the event of academic fraud or if the verification process reveals that
the mode of study was distance or online learning.
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Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Prior to sending any applicant's CV to the hiring
Department, checks the name of the institution from
which the applicant earned their highest degree against the
Ministry of Higher Education's list of approved
Universities.
Examines and approves the prospective faculty member’s
credentials and portfolio to ensure that they meet the
necessary requirements and reflects this on the
Recruitment Requisition Form.

Recruitment Officer

The hiring
Department Head,
Dean of College and
the Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs
Specifies in the job offer of the new faculty member that Recruitment Officer
their appointment is conditional upon submitting original
certificates and official transcripts.
Signs a Confirmation of Qualification & Experience Form New Faculty Member
upon recruitment to acknowledge that all their degrees
are
(i)
originals
and
were
earned
from
recognized/accredited universities and (ii) have not been
earned via distance or on-line bases.
Provides all documentation needed to verify their New Faculty Member
credentials at the time of recruitment.
Upon receiving the faculty member’s complete Human Resources
credentials, certifies a copy of each diploma/certificate and Director or an
degree as a true copy and returns the original certificates assignee
to the faculty member. Retains official transcripts in the
faculty member’s personnel file permanently.
Before the end of the probationary period, initiates the Human Resources
credential verification process by sending the full Director or an
documents to the US verification organization.
assignee
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4.4 FULL-TIME FACULTY WORKLOADS AND WORKING HOURS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to standardizing faculty workloads and
working hours in a way that ensures the equitable distribution of responsibilities across faculty
members while fulfilling the University's mission and goals.
Purpose:

This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in determining full-time
faculty workloads and working hours.
Scope:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rector’s Office.
Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
Planning and Quality Department.

Policy Provision:

1. The normal full-time working hours of UPM faculty members are 48 hours per week
maximum. The working days are six days per week maximum.
2. The teaching load of each faculty can be distributed between undergraduate
departments and postgraduate programs (once introduced at UPM).
3. One credit of graduate courses is equivalent to 1.33 of the undergraduate credit.
4. Full-time faculty members are required to teach according to the following teaching
load as per University policy:
a) Instructor/TA:

18 credit hours

b) Language Teacher:

18 credit hours

c) Lecturer:

08 credit hours

d) Assistant Professor: 16 credit hours
e) Associate Professor: 14 credit hours
f) Full Professor:

14 credit hours

5. Vice Rector for Academic Affairs must attend 8 hours/day.
6. Deans/Department Heads must attend 8 hours/day if not teaching.
7. A faculty member who is temporarily assigned to Academic Department
/Office/Center/Clinic or Consultancy Center, must attend 8 hours per day.
8. A faculty member who is seconded or transferred to non-academic and non-teaching
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Department/Office /Clinic or Consultancy Center, must attend 8 hours per day.
9. A faculty member who is originally hired as a Director or a Manager to a non-teaching
position must attend 8 hours per day.
10. Deans are required to teach 3 credit hours/semester. The Vice Rector for Academic
Affairs must approve their workload. However, whenever it is necessary, the Rector
is authorized to exempt a Dean from teaching all their load if they have extraordinary
administrative assignments.
11. Department Heads are required to teach 6 credit hours/semester. The Vice Rector
for Academic Affairs must approve their workload. However, whenever it is
necessary, the Rector is authorized to exempt a Department Head from teaching all
or part of their load if they have extraordinary administrative assignments.
12. A faculty who is under loaded during one semester; they must make up for the number
of under load hours in the following semester.
13. Academic non-teaching assignment to a faculty member such as course/curriculum
development/review, accreditation, NCAAA, etc., could be considered as part of the
load. The number of counted credit hours of the assignment must be approved by the
Dean and the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs.
If the total workload exceeds their teaching load, they will be compensated (as a part
time). Payment for Courses and/or Curriculum Development and/or Review and
Other Educational Consultancy Services.
14. A faculty member who is temporarily assigned to Academic Department / Office/
Center/ or Consultancy Center, will have a teaching load of 6 credit hours per
semester. In case they are assigned to teach more than 6 credit hours per semester,
they will be compensated for each credit hour on the basis of the faculty overload
scale. (as a part time)
15. A faculty member who is seconded or transferred to non-academic and non-teaching
Department/ Office/ or Consultancy Center is exempt from teaching and might be
assigned for committees if needed. In case they are assigned to teach, they will be
compensated (as a part time).
16. A faculty member who is temporarily assigned to non-academic or non-teaching
Department/ Office/ or Consultancy Center their teaching load and daily working
hours will be decided by the Academic Affairs in coordination with the Human
Resources Department and approved by the Management Committee based on the
nature and the load of the work.
a. If the assigned post requires a daily attendance up to 6 hours, then the
compensation for their teaching load will be based on the agreement between
the faculty and Academic Affairs.
b. If the assigned post requires a daily attendance of 8 hours, they will be
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compensated as a part time).
17. A faculty member who is originally hired as a faculty and Director/ Manager of a nonacademic and non-teaching Department/Office is exempt from teaching. If they are
assigned to teach, they will be compensated (as a part time).
18. The Vice Rector for Academic Affairs/Vice Rector for Executive Affairs are not
required to teach. they can only teach if there is a pressing need for their teaching
services which is to be approved by the Rector. In that case, they will be
compensated as follows:
a. If the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs/Vice Rector for Executive Affairs was
originally hired as a faculty member, they will be compensated for each credit
hour on the basis of the faculty overload scale. (as a part time)
b. If the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs/Vice Rector for Executive Affairs was
originally hired as a University administrative staff member, they will be
compensated (as a part time).
19. Implementation of Workload and Working Hours:
a) Table (1) below shows the total working hours of full-time faculty members as
per rank distributed among different activities.
Table (1) Faculty Professional Duties by Rank
Academic Rank

Instructor/TA
Language
Teacher

Teaching
Load

Office
Hours

Preparation
and Grading
Hours

Advising and/or
Committees

Research

Total

18

10

12

8

0

48

18

10

12

8

0

48

0

48

3*

48

3*

48

6*

48

Lecturer
18
10
12
8
Assistant
16
10
10
9
Professor
Associate
14
10
10
11
Professor
Professor
14
10
10
8
*The research must be registered/logged with the UPM Research Committee

b) A faculty member who does not meet their teaching workload, the University
has the right to assign them other relevant tasks including teaching in other
departments.
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c) Table (2) below shows the average number of hours per day that a full-time faculty
member must spend on campus as per rank. These hours cover teaching, office
hours, advising and/or committee's assignments.

Table (2) Faculty Working Hours by Rank
Academic
Rank
Instructor/TA
Language
Teacher
Lecturer
Assistant
Professor
Associate
Professor
Professor

Total Hours for Teaching +
Office Hours + Advising and/or
Committee
18+10+8= 36 hours/week

(average) Per Day

18+10+8= 36 hours/week

36/5= 7.2 hours/day Approx.

18+10+8= 36 hours/week

36/5= 7.2 hours/day Approx.

16+10+9= 35 hours/week

35/5= 7 hours/day Approx.

14+10+11= 35 hours/week

35/5= 7 hours/day Approx.

14+10+8= 32 hours/week

35/5= 6.4 hours/day Approx.

36/5= 7.2 hours/day Approx.

d) Full-time faculty members must complete the total full-time working hours as
stipulated in Table (1). Faculty members have the right to spend preparation,
grading and research-related working hours off campus at the discretion of the
faculty and the Department Head, College Dean and/or the Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs. The respective Department Head, College Dean and/or the Vice
Rector for Academic Affairs have/s the right to withdraw the discretion as need
arises.
e) The respective Department Head, College Dean, and/or Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs have/s the right to ask any faculty members to report to work
beyond the stipulated working hours indicated in table (2).
f) The stipulated working hours per day vary as per each faculty schedule but the
total hours on campus per week must be completed as indicated in the table (2).
g) In case of approved leave (s), the required total hours per week will be
calculated on basis of the number of worked days.
h) Upon the recommendation of the Department Head and the preliminary
approval of the Dean of the concerned College and the approval of the Vice
Rector for Academic Affairs, a faculty member’s teaching load can be reduced
based on one or more of the following factors:
a. Class size and other related classroom issues
b. Nature of the course
c. Level of advising or contact with students
d. Involvement in approved projects
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20. Overload Compensation during the Academic Year
a) A faculty member who is teaching more than normal workload hours during the
semester is entitled for overload compensation as a part time.
b) A faculty member overload should not exceed 6 credits/ per semester. The Vice
Rector for Academic Affairs pre-approval is required at the beginning of each
semester.
21. Responsibility for Monitoring Workload
a) The Department Head is responsible for assigning and monitoring the workload
of faculty within her/his department to ensure individual compliance with the
workload requirement. The Department Head will make sure that other
academic duties are assigned equitably within the department.
b) The Department Head must report all faculty workloads/ under loads to the
Dean of the concerned College and for approval by the Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs, who must report these workloads to the Human Resources
Department.
c) The Department Head will notify the Dean of the concerned College in writing
of all faculty members who are not in compliance with the workload
requirement, the reason, justification, and steps being taken to bring faculty
members into compliance. The Dean of the concerned College will submit it to
the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs for approval. The approved copy should be
sent to the Human Resources Department.
22. Consulting services and outside employment are treated as per the University Policy
"Outside Consultancy Services".
23. Failure to comply with the required hours of attendance will subject faculty members
to administrative action as per UPM policies, “Administering Disciplinary Action” and
“Contract Termination”.
24. Workload of Newly Graduated Faculty Members with master’s degree
a) Newly graduated faculty members with master’s degree will be hired as
Lecturer.
b) For the first semester of the first year, they co-teaches with their mentor,
in addition to assisting them in teaching and research. they will be under
probation.
c) For the second semester of the first year, they will be given a partial
teaching load of a minimum of two courses. This is, in addition to assisting
the assigned mentor in teaching and research for the remainder of the load.
d) The renewal of contract will depend on their satisfactory performance as
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evaluated by the Head of the Department. Upon failure to meet the required
standard, their contract will not be renewed.
e) For the first semester of the second year, the Lecturer assumes a full
teaching load.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Assigns and monitors faculty workloads and reports to
the Dean of the concerned College and the Vice Rector
for Academic Affairs.
Reports workloads/underloads to the Human Resources
Department.
Notifies the Dean of the concerned College in writing of
all faculty members who are not in compliance with the
workload requirement, the reason, justification, and
steps being taken to bring faculty members into
compliance.
Submits notice to the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
for approval.
Sends approved copy to the Human Resources
Department

Department Head
Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs
Department Head

Dean of concerned
College
Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs

Definition(s):
Word/Term

Definition

UPM

University of Prince Mugrin

Faculty Workload

The sum of all activities that occupy the time of a faculty
member and that are related either directly or
indirectly to her professional duties, responsibilities,
and interests.
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4.5 EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) supports and encourages employees’ professional
development in order to enable them to contribute more effectively to their respective
departments, pursue their individual objectives and career goals, and improve the University's
overall institutional performance.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in the University when
sponsoring employee training and career development.
Scope:
▪ Rector’s Office
▪ Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
▪ Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
▪ Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
▪ Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. Eligibility and Entitlement
a. Employees are permitted to take training courses and programs that are of
strategic importance to the University and the employees’ career development.
b. Full-time employees who have worked for at least six months in the University
are entitled to training and development.
c. An employee who is leaving the University within six months due to
resignation, non-renewal or termination of contract is not entitled to training
and development benefits. If the employee has used up their training and
development budget six months prior to resignation, non-renewal or
termination of contract, the funds spent will be deducted from the employee’s
last salary payment or her/his end of service benefit.
d. Employees eligible for training are entitled to attend at least one annual training
and development program within the approved training budget. Employees
who wish to take additional training programs in excess of their allocated
budget are entitled to do so at their own expense, provided they obtain the
approval of the relevant Department Director/Head, Dean of College, the Vice
Rector for Executive Affairs/Vice Rector for Academic Affairs/Dean of Students
of the relevant Vice Rectorate.
e. The employee and her/his Department Director/Head jointly identify the
employee's training and development needs, on the basis of relevance,
employee's performance appraisal and the required competencies of the
position.
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f.

The University contributes towards the total cost of the training program as
far as the budget permits. The employee is responsible for covering any
difference in cost.

g. Time spent at approved training programs during normal working hours is
considered as part of the employee's normal working hours and is not counted
towards accumulated leave nor it is considered leave without pay.
h. The total number of professional development leave days granted to an
employee during the Academic Year is subject to the approval of the
Department Director/Head. The Department Director/Head must ensure that
the days of leave do not affect the employee’s ability to complete her assigned
tasks.
i.

The permitted number of professional development leave days of training
programs taking place outside of Saudi Arabia, is equal to the number of days
of the training program plus two days for travel (one day before the training
and one day after). For training programs taking place in the US, Canada, or
Australia, four days are granted for travel (two days before the training and
two days after).

j.

Employees who chose to undertake training not related to the responsibilities
of their position, must make up for the working hours missed or request for
an annual leave and are responsible for paying any course fees.

k. All faculty members must attend or participate in professional development
activities inside or outside the University related to their field of teaching,
teaching and learning strategies and student assessment and evaluation.
2. Training Records
a. Upon returning from the training, the employee must submit a Post Training
Report within one week. The report must include the following:
i. Objective
ii. Duration
iii. Results
iv. Issues or Points for future follow up
b. The employee must also make a presentation to colleagues in her/his
department and other relevant departments about her/his experience and the
knowledge she/he acquired through the training.
c. Employees must refund the University either in cash or by deduction from their
salary, if they fail to submit evidence of attending the training.
d. Employees are strongly encouraged to maintain records of their training and
development activities and to update their CVs accordingly.
3. In-House Training
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a. The University is required to arrange, within reasonable resources, in-house
training courses. These courses and programs, include but are not limited to:
i. Induction for New Staff – including an introduction to the
University, its general policies and procedures, the department and
the employee's individual responsibilities.
ii. Continuing Professional Development (CPD) – programs of
general nature aiming to develop competencies that will support
the employee’s performance and that are in line with the
University’s set objectives.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

Responsibility

Training Request

a.

Completes and submits the Professional Development
Form together with relevant documents about the
program to the Department Director/Head.

Employee

b.

Reviews the request and consults with the applicant if
necessary, then approves or disapproves the request.
Forwards the approved request to the Dean of College
(for Academic Affairs Rectorate) or Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs/Dean of Students (for other
Rectorates).
(ONLY for Academic Affairs Rectorate) Reviews
the request, consults with the applicant's Department
Director/Head if necessary, and approves or disapproves
the request. Forwards the approved request to the Vice
Rector for Academic Affairs.
Reviews the request, consults with the applicant's
Department Director/Head if necessary, and approves or
disapproves the request.

Department Director/Head

c.

d.

e.

f.
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Procedure Steps

Approved: Forwards the
Not Approved: Returns the
original request to the
form to Department
Staff Development Officer, Director/Head with
Human Resources
explanatory note for the
Department.
rejection.
Reviews the request and verifies compliance with the
University policies and availability of funds as per the
University budget. In cases where the cost of the training
program exceeds the assigned budget, notifies the
employee. Forwards the approved request to the Vice
Rector for Executive Affairs for final approval.
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Dean of College

Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs /Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs/Dean of
Students
Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs /Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs/Dean of
Students
HR Director/Staff
Development Officer
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S.
No.
g.
h.

Approves the request and forwards it to the Accounting
Department.
Processes the payment of course fees as approved.

Responsibility
Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs
Director of Finance and
Administration
Staff Development Officer

i.

Places a copy of the approved request form in the
employee’s personnel record.

2.
a.

Training Records
Submits a Post Training Report within one week of the
Employee
training, including all relevant evidence of attendance
(certificate, registration cards, receipts, etc.) to the
employee’s Director and to the Human Resources
Department.
Makes a presentation to colleagues in her/his department Employee
and other relevant departments regarding experience
and the knowledge she/he acquired

b.

c.

3.
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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Procedure Steps

Documents the employee training and maintains training
records, which include at a minimum, the course title
and dates of training. Places documentation in the
personnel file of each employee.
In-House Training

Staff Development Officer

Analyzes and identifies staff training needs using a variety
of methods, such as PMS results, surveys and
questionnaires, job-related competency observations,
staff focus groups, and UPM major projects requiring
new skills.
Based on the outcome of the above analyses,
recommends a list of training topics for the next
Academic Year.
Obtains the approval of the Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs for the proposed training topics.
Discusses the availability of the training budget and plans
accordingly.
Searches for the best facilitator or training consultancy
firm to offer the targeted workshops, based on budget
and training needs.
Designs the objectives and outlines for each workshop in
coordination with the concerned Directors and targeted
audience.
Plans for the suitable time and location for each
workshop in coordination with the concerned Directors
and targeted audience.
Arranges for all necessary visa, hotel and flight bookings
in case trainers are recruited internationally or from the

HR Director/Staff
Development Officer
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S.
No.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

GCC countries.
i.
j.
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In coordination with the SOPPED Department, arranges
for the post-training survey for each workshop.
Keeps copies of the attendance certificates in each
participant’s file and updates the HR Training records.
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4.6 BUSINESS LEAVE POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to fairly compensating employees for time
spent travelling on official University assignments or missions by providing them with business
leave.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in granting, monitoring and
recording employees’ business leave.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. Employees who are traveling on an official assignment or mission for the University
are granted business leave. Business leave requires approval from the Departmental
Director/Head and the Vice Rector.
2. Employees must submit an approved Leave Application Form prior to taking business
leave. Failure to submit the Leave Application Form will result in the employee’s trip
being considered an unauthorized absence and appropriate disciplinary action will be
taken.
3. Back to Office Report
An employee who travels on business leave to carry out a University assignment or
mission must submit a “Back to Office Report” no later than two weeks after returning
from the trip and resuming duties. A “Back to Office Report” includes the following:
a) Objective of the trip
b) Duration
c) Outcome of the activity
d) Issues or points for future follow up.
4. Business Leave Tickets
For all approved business trips, employees are entitled to tickets (Air-tickets or Train
tickets) in the economy class or Car rental.
University books and pays the accommodation costs case by case.
5. Per Diem Allowance
a) Per Diem Allowance inside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 500 Riyals per day
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including accommodation, transportation and meals costs.
b) Per Diem Allowance outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 1000 Riyals per day
including accommodation, transportation and meals costs.
c) Per Diem Allowance is issued only when approved by HR Director and the Vice
Rector for Executive Affairs.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Completes and submits the Leave Application Form to the Vice
Rector at least two weeks before the required start date of the
business leave.
Verifies the necessity of the business leave and that the leave
request fits with the department’s leave arrangements and
replacements schedule.
If approved:
If not approved:
Signs/dates the form and
Returns form to the concerned
forwards it to the Human Department Director/Head with an
Resources Department.
explanation of the rejection.
Verifies that the details of the Leave Request comply with the set
criteria and are within the employee’s entitlement.
If approved:
If not approved:
Signs/dates the form and
Returns the form to the Vice Rector
request Purchasing
with an explanation for the rejection.
Department to fill the
Ticket and Per Diem
Allowance Estimate Form.
Estimates the cost of the economy ticket(s) and the per diem
allowance and fills the Ticket and Per Diem Allowance Estimate
Form and submits the form to the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs
for approval.
Verifies that the suggested tickets and per diem allowance is
necessary and that the estimates are within reason and makes any
necessary changes if needed then signs/dates the form and forwards
the original Ticket and Per Diem Allowance Estimate form to
Financial Affairs Department for processing and sends copies of it
to the following:
HR Department
Purchasing Department
Retains the original leave request in the employee’s personnel
record and provide copies of it to the following:
Department Director/ Head
Employee
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Director of
Human
Resources or
an assignee

Purchasing
Department
Vice Rector for
Executive
Affairs

Director of
Human
Resources
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S.
No.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Financial Affairs Department
7.
8.
9.
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Coordinates with the Purchasing Department to arrange air tickets
and hotel reservations.
Submits Back to Office Form on the first day back at the University.
Submits Back to Office Report (including invoices, contact
information, business cards, brochures, etc.) no later than two
weeks after returning from the trip and resuming duties to the
Department Director/Head.
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4.7 ADMINISTERING DISCIPLINARY ACTION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to dealing fairly and objectively with any
employee offenses that are related to work performance, behavior, and contractual matters.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in administering
disciplinary action.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. The Department Director/Head is responsible for applying the disciplinary process
while observing the rights and obligations of both the University and the employee.
2. The Human Resources Department has the right to administer disciplinary action for
the following less serious offences. The disciplinary actions take the form of a
warning, suspension without pay for up to five calendar days, or dismissal as per the
Table of Violations and Penalties.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Failure to comply with the dress code.
Failure to comply with smoking regulations.
Poor punctuality.
Poor attendance record.
Unsatisfactory performance at work.
Insubordination to superior.
Minor breaches of University’s policies.

3. The Human Resources Department has the right to administer Disciplinary action
for the serious offenses as the following. The disciplinary actions take the form of
summary dismissal as per Article 80 of Saudi Labor Law and as per Contract
Termination Policy.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
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Production, sale, consumption or distribution of alcohol.
Production, sale, consumption or distribution of illegal drugs.
Theft.
Major violations of Saudi laws and traditions.
Fraud.
Breach of confidentiality.
Acceptance of gifts from students or their relatives.
Malicious damage.
Assault.
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J.

Disregard for University policies by failing to perform the essential obligations
arising from the work contract, or to obey legitimate orders.

4. Employees must be given the opportunity to identify and rectify the perceived
offense in the case of less serious offenses.
5. The University has the right to dismiss an employee who commits a less serious
offense(s) occurring during the probationary period.
6. The University has the right to administer the disciplinary actions necessary in cases
of misconduct, poor punctuality, unauthorized absenteeism, substandard work
performance or any action which could be detrimental to the interest of the
University.
7. The employee is entitled to be accompanied by a person of their choice at all
disciplinary hearings after obtaining the approval of the University management.
8. The employee’s line manager, or any other designated administrative staff member, is
responsible for investigating all incidents that could potentially incur disciplinary
action. If the investigation produces evidence to conclude with reasonable certainty
that the employee’s behavior requires disciplinary actions, the line manager follows
the pre-disciplinary hearing procedures before seeking approval for the proposed
disciplinary action.
9. Pre-disciplinary Hearing:
A. The Department must inform the employee of any proposed disciplinary
action and give every opportunity for them to respond before a final decision
is made to take disciplinary action.
B. If the behavior leading to a possibility of a disciplinary action threatens the
safety and well-being of employees and/or students, the employee is
suspended with pay until a final decision is made to take the disciplinary
action.
C. The Department Director/Head is responsible for conducting the predisciplinary hearing. For serious offenses, the Department Director/Head can
request that the Vice Rector and/or the Director of Human Resources
attend the meeting. In case of faculty offenses, the College Dean attends the
meeting.
10. The University’s disciplinary procedures incorporate Articles (68), (69), (70), (71)
and (72) of Saudi Labor Law, as follows:
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▪

Article (68): The penalty shall not be made harsher in the event of repeated
violation if one hundred eighty days have elapsed since the previous violation
was committed, calculated from the date the worker is informed of the
penalty for that violation.

▪

Article (69): A worker may not be accused of any offense discovered after
the elapse of more than thirty days, nor shall they be subjected to a
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disciplinary penalty after the elapse of more than thirty days from conclusion
of the investigation and establishment of the worker’s guilt.
▪

Article (70): A worker may not be subjected to disciplinary penalty for an act
committed outside the workplace unless such act is related to the job, the
employer or the manager in-charge. Nor may a worker be fined for a single
violation an amount in exceeding a five-day wage, and no more than one
penalty shall be applied for the same violation. No more than a five-day wage
shall be deducted from their wages in one month in payment of fines, or their
suspension from work without pay may not exceed five days a month.

▪

Article (71): A disciplinary action may not be imposed on a worker except
after notifying them in writing of the allegations, interrogating them, hearing
their defense and recording the same in minutes to be kept in their file. The
interrogation may be verbal in minor violations the penalty for which does
not go beyond a warning or a deduction of a one-day salary. This shall be
recorded in minutes.

▪

Article (72): The worker shall be notified in writing of the decision of
imposing the penalty on them. If they refuse to receive the same or if they
are absent, the notice shall be sent to the employee’s official address that is
existed in employee's file. The worker may object to the decision of imposing
the penalty upon them within fifteen days, excluding official holidays, from the
date of notifying them of the final decision.

Table of Violations and Penalties: The tables below indicate penalties for up to four
occurrences of specific violations. The University may also require employee counseling in
cases of repeated offenses. Continued offenses may result in termination.
WORKING HOURS-RELATED VIOLATIONS

Type of violation
Leaving the work premises or leaving 15
minutes before working hours are over,
without permission or an acceptable
reason.
Leaving the work premises or leaving
more than 15 minutes before working
hours are over, without permission or
an acceptable reason.
Remaining in office or returning to it
after working hours are over without
justification.
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Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio deducted from the daily
pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time
Written
warning

10%

25%

One Day

Plus, deduction of the absence period’s pay
10%

25%

50%

One Day

Plus, deduction of the absence period’s pay
Written
warning
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WORKING HOURS-RELATED VIOLATIONS

Type of violation
A one-day absence within one
contractual year without a written
warning/notification or an acceptable
reason.
Consecutive absences between 2 – 6
days within one contractual year
without a written warning/notification
or an acceptable reason.

Consecutive absences between 7 -10
days within one contractual year
without a written warning/notification
or an acceptable reason.

Consecutive absences between 11 to 14
days within one contractual year
without a written warning/notification
or an acceptable reason.

Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio deducted from the daily
pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time
Two days

Three days Four days

A one-time deprivation of a
promotion or an increase in
salary

Two days

Three days Four days

A one-time deprivation of a
promotion or an increase in
salary

Plus, deduction of the absence period’s pay
A onetime
deprivation Dismissal with end of
of a
service indemnity if the total
Four days Five days
promotion number of absences does
or an
not exceed 30 days.
increase in
salary.
Plus, deduction of the absence period’s pay
A onetime
Dismissal
deprivation
without
of a
end of
promotion
service
or an
Five days
indemnity
--increase in
as per
salary and
Article
a dismissal
(80) of the
warning as
Labor Law
per Article
(80)
Plus, deduction of the absence period’s pay

Cessation of work for a period
exceeding fifteen (15) consecutive days
within one contractual year without a
valid reason.
Intermittent absence for periods
exceeding a total of thirty (30) days
within one contractual year without a
valid reason.
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Dismissal without end of service indemnity, provided that the
dismissal is preceded by a written warning after an absence of ten
(10) days in conformity with the provisions of Article (80) of the
Labor Law
Dismissal without end of service indemnity, provided that the
dismissal is preceded by a written warning after an absence of
twenty (20) days in conformity with the provisions of Article (80)
of the Labor Law
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WORK ORGANIZATION-RELATED VIOLATIONS:

Type of violation
Presence in a place during working hours
other than the allocated workplace
without justification.
Receiving visitors at the workplace,
without obtaining permission from the
Management.
Using machines, equipment, and tools of
the university for personal purposes
without permission.
Unrightful interference of the employee
in any job that is neither within their
duties nor assigned to them.
Exit or entry from the unallocated places.
Negligence in cleaning and maintaining
machines or failing to report any defects
in them.
Failure to put back repair and
maintenance tools and other supplies
where they belong after the completion
of work.
Tearing up or damaging notices, ads, or
communication memos related to the
university’s Management.
Failure to safe keep what is in their
custody such as cars, machines, devices,
equipment, tools, etc.
Eating at the workplace, or outside the
cafeteria, or out of break periods.
Sleeping during working hours.
Sleeping during working hours of a job
that necessitates complete and
continuous alertness.
Loafing around or leaving the office
during working hours.
Manipulation or falsification of the time
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Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio
deducted from the daily pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time
10%

25%

50%

One day

Written
warning

10%

15%

25%

Written
warning

10%

25%

50%

50%

One day

Two days

Three
days

Written
warning

10%

15%

25%

50%

One day

Two days

Three
days

Written
warning

25%

50%

One day
Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity
Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

10%

15%

25%

10%

25%

50%

50%

One day

Two days

Three
days

10%

25%

50%

One day

A one-

Dismissal

Written
warning
Written
warning

One day Two
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WORK ORGANIZATION-RELATED VIOLATIONS:

Type of violation
attendance record.

Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio
deducted from the daily pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time
days
time
with
deprivation end of
of a
service
promotion indemnity
or an
increase in
salary

Not abiding by the regular work orders
or complying to the work instructions
visibly posted in the workplace.

25%

50%

Inciting of incompliance to orders and
written instructions related to work.

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

Smoking in prohibited areas disregarding
the safety of the employees and the
institution.

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

Neglecting work safety measures which
may jeopardize the health and safety of
the employees, or may damage,
materials, tools, and equipment.

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

One day

Two days
Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity
Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity
Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity

EMPLOYEES’ CONDUCT-RELATED VIOLATIONS:

Type of violation
Quarrelling with employees or with other
individuals or causing disturbance in the
workplace.
Falsely pretending to be sick or being
injured on the premises of the workplace
or because of it.
Abstaining from the medical examination
requested by the university’s doctor or
refusing to follow medical instructions
during any treatment.
Violating the health instructions posted in
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Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio
deducted from the daily pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time
One day

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

One day

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

One day

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

50%

One day

Two days Five days
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EMPLOYEES’ CONDUCT-RELATED VIOLATIONS:

Type of violation

Penalty (Deducted ratio is a ratio
deducted from the daily pay)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
time

the workplace.
Writing or sticking notices/advertisement
on the walls of the workplace.

Written
warning

10%

25%

50%

Refusing administrative inspection when
leaving the premises.

25%

50%

One day

Two days

Failing to deposit the collected cash into
the university’s bank account at the
specific dates without acceptable reason.

Two
days

Three
days

Five days

Dismissal
with end
of service
indemnity

Abstaining from wearing protection and
safety uniforms and devices.

Written
warning

One day

Two days Five days

Deliberately being alone with the
opposite sex in the workplace.

Two
days

Insinuating verbal and physical indecency
towards co-workers.
Offending colleagues verbally or through
gestures, insulting or via electronic means
of communication.
Initiating physical assault or harm to coworkers or other individuals.
Initiating physical or verbal assault against
the employer, the responsible manager,
and/or any of their superiors in the
workplace or through electronic means
of communication.
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Dismissal
with end
Five days
of service
indemnity
Dismissal
Two
Three
with end
Five days
days
days
of service
indemnity
Dismissal
Two
Three
with end
Five days
days
days
of service
indemnity
Dismissal without notification, end-ofservice indemnity, or compensation as per
the article No. Eighty (80).
Three
days

Dismissal without notification, end-ofservice indemnity, or compensation as per
the article No. Eighty (80).

Filing a vexatious notification or
complaint.

Three
days

Five days

Failing to comply with the request of the
Investigation Committee to appear, to
testify, or be heard.

Two
days

Three
days
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Procedure(s) that apply:

1. Pre-Disciplinary Hearing

S.
No.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Schedules a meeting with the employee. Invites the Vice
Rector and the Director of Human Resources. If the
employee in question is a faculty member, the Dean of
College is also invited to the meeting.
Informs the employee, verbally or in writing, of the
reasons for the proposed disciplinary action, the
evidence on which the charges were made, the names of
any persons who have made statements about the
incident being considered, and the content of such
statements.
Gives the employee access to any documentary material
through the course of the investigation.

Department
Director/Head

Gives the employee an opportunity to respond to the
charges in writing within a reasonable time, no more
than one week, to persuade the Director/Head that the
evidence behind the charges is false.
Prepares a written report of the meeting. The written
report must include:
The time and location of the meeting,
The names of those present at the meeting,
The purpose of the meeting,
A summary of the discussion,
A statement that the report will be placed in the
employee’s personnel file,
A place for all persons present to sign,
A place to insert the date on which all persons signed
the report
A note in case any person refused to sign the report
Provides a copy of the signed report to the employee
and forwards the original signed copy to the Director of
Human Resources to file in the employee’s personnel
file.
Reviews the evidence and the proposed disciplinary
action with the Director of Human Resources
Department and make recommendation about the case
as per the labor law and UPM policy.
Obtains the approval of the concerned Vice-Rector for
Executive Affairs /Vice-Rector for Academic Affairs
before proceeding to impose the disciplinary penalty.
Fills out the Employee Notice Form to be submitted to
HR.

Department
Director/Head
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2. Imposing Disciplinary Penalty

S.
No.
1.

2.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Informs the employee in writing of the following:
The specific incident, conduct, unsatisfactory work
performance or any other basis for the disciplinary
penalty;
Any previous efforts to make the employee aware of the
need to change or improve work performance or
conduct;
Reference to any relevant rule, regulation or policy;
The consequences if a second incidence of the
unacceptable behavior should occur;
The disciplinary penalty to be imposed;
The effective date of the penalty.
Informs the employee of the right to appeal the
disciplinary action according to the chain of command.
Please refer to the Policy No. HR.9.0-PP Employee
Grievances.

Department
Director/Head
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4.8 EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCES POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to creating a healthy and comfortable
working environment and to dealing with all employees concerns in an impartial, attentive and
timely manner.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in resolving employee
grievances.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. UPM employees have the right to file a written grievance on matters arising from
policy violations concerning wages, hours and working conditions.
2. No employee will be penalized for exercising the right to file a grievance, or for
assisting another employee in the presentation of a grievance.
3. The employee complaint and grievance procedure apply to all employees and is the
only method to be used for resolving grievances. Any employee who attempts to
circumvent the procedure will be subject to disciplinary action.
4. The University Rector is the final arbiter and takes the final decision in all grievance
cases. There is no further avenue of appeal against his decision.
5. The Department Director/Head must inform the employee of the decision made
with respect to their appeal within ten working days from the date the appeal was
submitted.
6. If the Department Director/Head or any other administrative staff does not reach a
decision on the appeal within ten days, the grievant has the right to process the
appeal to the next step within five working days after the end of the ten-day period.
Failure of the employee to process the grievance to the next level within the five
working days will be construed as a withdrawal of the grievance.
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Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.

3.1

3.2
3.3
4.
4.1

4.2
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Within five working days of the event that caused the
grievance, writes a formal appeal to the Department
Director/Head detailing the reasons for the grievance,
the University policies violated and the proposed
resolution.
Within ten working days of receiving the appeal,
investigates the issue, makes a decision, and replies in
writing to the employee.

The grievant
employee
Department
Director/Head

If grievances are not resolved at the department level:
Within five working days of receiving the Department
Director/Head’s decision, submits a written appeal to
the Dean/Vice Rector and forwards a copy to the
Department Director/Head.
Within five working days of receiving the appeal,
schedules a formal meeting with the grievant for
discussion.
Within five working days of the discussion meeting,
makes a decision on the appeal and communicates the
outcome to the grievant in writing.

The grievant
employee
Dean/Vice Rector
Dean/Vice Rector

If grievances are not resolved at the Vice Rectorate level:
Within five working days of receiving the decision of the
relevant Dean/Vice Rector, submits a written appeal to
the Director of Human Resources.
Within ten working days of receiving the appeal,
conducts an investigation, reviews the prior decisions,
then formulates a recommendation and submits it to the
Rector for a final decision.

The grievant
employee
Human Resources
Director

4.3

Pursues the case with the Office of the Rector until the
final decision is received.

Human Resources
Director

4.4

Informs the employee, the Department Director/Head,
Dean/Vice Rector, and any other involved parties of the
Rector’s decision in order to comply with the mandated
course of action.

Human Resources
Director
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4.9 CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to the highest standards of ethics and
integrity and seeks to ensure that all University representatives conduct themselves in a way
that promotes the best interests of the institution.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in dealing with situations
of conflict of interest.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. A conflict of interest situation arises when an individual is positioned to influence the
University’s relationship with an outside party in ways that would lead directly to the
individual’s personal or financial gain.
2. The interests of UPM must be the first priority in all decisions and actions.
3. UPM administrators, faculty, staff, and others acting on the University’s behalf are
obligated to:
a. Avoid ethical, legal, financial, or other conflicts of interest and ensure that their
activities and interests do not conflict with their obligations to UPM or its
welfare.
b. Refrain from unauthorized disclosure of any confidential information concerning
the intentions of the University regarding investments, property acquisitions,
purchasing or contracting for supplies and services.
c. Refrain from soliciting and accepting personal gifts from individuals or entities
that provide, or seek to provide, services or supplies to the University.
d. Disclose outside activities and interests that have the potential of conflict of
interest.
e. Remove themselves from discussions, decisions or activities, including those
related to employment of immediate family members that involve a conflict of
interest.
f.
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for their personal benefit or financial gain.
4. UPM administrators, faculty and staff are required to complete and sign a Conflict of
Interest Agreement Form upon signing their contracts.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.

3.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Provides all new employees with "Conflict of Interest"
agreement form to sign.

HR Personnel Officer

Signs agreement and informs HR and Department
Directors/ Heads of any external activities and interests
(including financial interests) that may give rise to a
conflict of interest.
Revisits agreement with returning employees upon
renewal of their contracts.

Employee
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4.10 FACULTY AND STAFF COMMUNITY SERVICE POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to the principle of social responsibility and
encourages faculty members and staff to share their knowledge and skills with the wider public
through community service activities.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed by faculty members and
staff in their engagement in community service (CS) activities.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. UPM fosters Community Service (CS) activities that involve a wide range of cultural,
economic, environmental, scientific, social and other activities that are not directly
related to the formal duties of the jobs carried out by members of UPM.
2. Faculty and staff participation in CS activities is mandatory. Each UPM member must
fulfill a minimum of 10 hours of community service each Academic Year.
3. The quality and quantity of CS activities carried out by full-time faculty and staff are
considered as one of the criteria for the Annual Award for Outstanding
Performance.
4. CS activities can be initiated at the individual, departmental, Vice Rectorate or
institutional levels.
5. CS can be performed on- or off-campus, locally, regionally or internationally
6. The Community Engagement Officer can inform the faculty and staff about the
volunteering opportunities in coordination with the Social Responsibility Officer.
7. Any employee who comes across a community service opportunity can share it with
other faculty and staff.
8. All opportunities for CS activities must be processed through the Community
Engagement Officer, Student Affairs.
9. Employees’ engagement in CS activities does not create any obligations and
responsibilities on the University.
10. UPM is not rendered responsible for the Employees’ own safety and welfare during
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off-campus CS activities.
11. Employees’ engagement (faculty members and staff) through community research
projects or course projects can be considered as CS activities.
12. Engagement in employee field visits, attending or participating in conferences or
professional development activities are not considered CS.
13. The employee who renders the highest number of community service hours will be
acknowledged at the Convocation Ceremony of each year.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.

3.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Documents volunteering hours of CS activities in the CS
System, including type of CS activity, location, number of
hours, name of the receiving party (individual/
institution), description of the CS activity and the
feedback of the experience.
Accesses the CS System for detailed information and
generates reports of the CS activities of the faculty and
staff.

Employee

Director, Vice-Rector
for Academic Affairs/
Dean/Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs,
Community
Engagement Officer
and HR Department
Reports total faculty and staff CS hours to the University Community
Council (UC) by the end of each semester.
Engagement Officer
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4.11 CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to creating a safe, comfortable and respectful
learning environment in accordance with its high standards of ethical and moral integrity by
establishing a Code of Conduct for all community members.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in upholding and promoting
the expected standards of behavior contained in the Code of Conduct.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. UPM is committed to promoting a culture of high professional and ethical standards.
UPM's mission of teaching, research and public service must be carried out in a way
that maintains and advances those standards.
2. UPM’s professional and ethical standards are based on the concept of
righteousness derived from the Islamic normative system, including:
▪
▪
▪

Integrity: Self-accountability – Quest for Excellence – Working with Integrity
Knowledge: Appreciation for Knowledge – Lifelong Learning – Preserving
Heritage
Justice: Vision for the Future – Promoting Harmony – Service to the Community

3. UPM community members must adhere to the Code of Conduct and must bring any
suspected violations of applicable standards, policies, laws or regulations to the
attention of the appropriate officials. Raising such concerns is regarded as a service
to the University and will not jeopardize the community member’s position or
employment.
4. UPM will take appropriate disciplinary action against community members who
violate the Code of Conduct, including termination of employment, service or other
relationships with the University. In some circumstances, civil and criminal charges
and penalties can be imposed.
UPM CODE OF CONDUCT (GENERAL)

The following set of values and related code of conduct applies to all UPM Community Members.
Academic Freedom
i.
UPM is committed to academic freedom and promotes activities that provide
opportunities to pursue the academic objectives of research, teaching, education and
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ii.

scholarship. University members should be able to communicate informed views and
criticisms based on their learning and study without being censored and jeopardized.
Academic freedom implies academic responsibility, which entails respect for the
rights of others to express their opinions, fairness in expounding differing points of
view, and encouragement of critical thinking.

Discrimination
▪ UPM provides equal opportunities and guarantees equal treatment to all its members
and applicants regardless of their gender, age, race, color, religion, national origin,
social status, marital status or disability.
Harassment
▪ UPM prohibits harassment and inappropriate behavior of all kinds based on gender,
age, race, color, religion, national origin, social status, marital status or disability.
Integrity
i.

Unethical practices will not be tolerated, and integrity will never be compromised.
UPM members must conduct themselves with academic honesty and respect the
intellectual property of others.

ii.

Misrepresentation of credentials is unethical and will not be tolerated. UPM
members must not plagiarize, conduct unauthorized collaborations, fabricate
documents or violate UPM rules.

iii.

UPM employees are obliged to conduct University business transactions with the
utmost honesty, accuracy and fairness. No employee should accept anything of value
offered in consideration of performing their duties, other than the compensation,
benefits and reimbursement of expenses duly authorized by the University.

Conflict of Interest
i.

UPM members owe their primary professional loyalty to the University and its Mission.

ii.

Transmitting to outsiders or otherwise using for personal gain UPM-funded property,
work products, results, materials, property records or information developed with
UPM funding is considered unethical behavior.

iii.

UPM members should not accept any favor, loan, service, business or professional
opportunity from anyone knowing that it is offered in order to improperly influence
the performance of their University duties and responsibilities.

Financial Reporting
▪ All University accounts, financial reports, expense reimbursements, time sheets and
other documents, including those submitted to government agencies, must be
accurate, clear and complete and backed by supporting documentation.
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Dress Code
i.

UPM staff members are required to observe the dress code when appearing in public
and representing the University. Staff members who contravene the dress code will
be subject to disciplinary action without prior notice.

ii.

Females entering the University must be dressed in abaya and head scarf in accordance
with University directives. Failure to comply with these directives will result in denial
of entry.

iii.

Staff members are required to observe the dress code on the University premises
during and outside of working hours. Revealing, transparent, tight fitting and short
clothes are strictly prohibited.

University Property
▪ UPM community members are required to safeguard University property and
equipment to which they have access. Individuals will be held responsible and therefore
may be required to replace, repair or compensate for any damage of University
property caused by neglectful, wanton or careless actions.
Health and Safety in the Workplace
UPM community members have a shared responsibility to ensure a safe, secure and healthy
environment within the University and are expected to:
i.

Follow safe workplace practices and report accidents, injuries, and unsafe situations.

ii.

Report suspicious activities.

iii.

Protect the environment, including by properly handling hazardous waste and other
potentially harmful agents, materials, or conditions.

iv.

Comply with the University safety instructions, as per the University Safety Manual.

Drugs, Intoxicants & Alcohol
i.

Anyone who is found to be involved in the production, sales, consumption or
distribution of illegal drugs, intoxicants or alcohol will be subject to instant dismissal.

ii.

Smoking will be subject to disciplinary action.

FACULTY CODE OF CONDUCT

UPM is committed to the exercise of the highest standards of behavior, and adherence to
principles of ethical and moral integrity. These commitments are central to the University’s
success as an academic institution whose primary focus is to share knowledge, teach lifelong
learning skills, and reinforce moral codes in students in accordance with the institutional
vision and mission, and Islamic tradition.
The purpose of the Faculty Code of Ethics is to uphold and promote the expected
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standards of behavior of faculty, and the ethical and moral integrity of the University. All
members of the University academic community are expected to maintain high standards of
academic integrity, professionalism and interpersonal relationships.
Academic Integrity
i.
Faculty members must be honest, trustworthy, fair, respectful, and responsible in
their:
ii.
Dealings with individuals within the University and associated with it
iii.
Actions while at UPM and on the University’s behalf
iv.
Teaching, scholarship, and research
v.
Use of intellectual property
Professionalism
i.
Faculty members must:
ii.
Adhere to University policies and procedures
iii.
Be objective in their work-related actions
iv.
Be timely in meeting deadlines
v.
Engage in professional development
vi.
Work constantly to improve the quality of their teaching and knowledge of their field
vii.
Maintain confidentiality
viii. Meet or exceed the standards of their profession
ix.
Be positive role models
x.
Contribute to the advancement of the University
Interpersonal Relationships
While interacting with students, staff, faculty, administrators and others related to the
University or University activities, faculty members should be:
i.
Cooperative
ii.
Encouraging
iii.
Courteous
iv.
Compassionate
v.
Sensitive
vi.
Fair
vii.
Open-minded
viii. Respectful
ix.
Aware of socio-cultural obligations
x.
Supportive
xi.
Tolerant
xii.
Tactful
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4.12 UCCESSION PLAN FOR MIDDLE AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT POSTS
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to ensuring stability of its human resources,
sustainability and organizational growth and continuity within the University by providing
eligible employees with the training and development necessary to prepare them for
succession to middle and senior management posts.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in identifying, selecting and
preparing eligible employees for middle and senior management posts in the UPM
administration.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. The Rector is responsible for overseeing the execution of the succession plan.
2. The University only considers Saudi candidates for succession to middle and senior
management posts.
3. The Director of Human Resources (HR) is responsible for identifying eligible
employees for succession to middle and senior management posts according to the
following criteria:
a. Potential for growth.
b. Leadership ability.
c. Knowledge of specialization.
d. Seniority
4. The Succession Plan Committee, consisting of the Rector, the Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs, and HR Director, is responsible for developing the succession plan
for each eligible candidate.
5. The University provides necessary training to candidates according to the succession
plan.
6. Succession plans do not entitle individuals to positions, promotions or transfers.
Employees must compete for vacant positions once announced in accordance with
HR policies and procedures.
7. The Succession plan must be in alignment with the Strategic, Expansion, and Growth
plan of the University.
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Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

Procedure Steps
Sends a list of eligible candidates for succession to the
Rector and the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs as per
set criteria.
Conducts psychological and career assessments of the
listed employees.

HR Director

3.

Interview the listed employees.

4.

Identifies training and development needs for the
selected candidates for the next five years.

Rector and Vice
Rector for Executive
Affairs
Succession Plan
Committee

5.

Sends the training plan to the HR Director.

Rector’s Office

6.

In consultation with the Committee, devises and
implements training and development plans to address
the specified needs of each candidate.
Monitor the progress of each candidate by scheduling
individual follow-up interviews.

HR Director

2.

7.
8.

Communicates the progress of the succession plan to
the Board of Trustees on an annual basis.

9.

Retains the career plan files for succession plan
candidates.

Definition(s):
Word/Term
Succession Plan

Middle management posts
Senior management posts
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Responsibility

HR Director

Rector and Vice
Rector for Executive
Affairs
Rector
Rector’s Office

Definition
The process of identifying employees with the
potential for succession to middle and senior
management posts, identifying the gaps between those
employees’ capabilities and the requirements of those
posts, and providing employees with appropriate
training and professional development to prepare
them to assume their posts.
Department Directors/Heads and Heads of Units.
The University Rector, the Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs, the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs, the Dean
of Student Affairs, and the Deans of Colleges.
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4.13 ACTING AND AUTHORITY DELEGATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) seeks to maintain strong and effective management and
organizational performance during periods of absence of middle or senior post staff members
by empowering other competent staff members to act on their behalf.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in appointing an acting
person in-charge during the absence of middle or senior post staff members as well as the
process for delegation of authority.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:

Acting Appointments

1. During the absence of any of the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs /Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs / Dean of Admission and Student Affairs / Director of Planning and
Development, the Rector assumes their responsibilities or appoints a staff member
to act on their behalf. The Rector’s Office must specify the time period of the acting
appointment through an official memo or e-mail.
2. During the absence of the Rector, the Acting person in-charge will be one of the
Vice Rectors (Vice Rector for Executive Affairs / Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
and Vice Rector for Business Development) according to the seniority.
3. During the absence of the Dean of Student Affairs, the Vice Rector for Academic
Affairs appoints an Acting Dean.
4. During the absence of a Department Director, the Department Director makes a
recommendation for an acting person-in-charge and the Vice Rector for Executive
Affairs / Vice Rector for Academic Affairs and Vice Rector for Business Development
of the concerned Vice Rectorate approves or otherwise appoints a person to be in
charge.
5. During the absence of a Department Head, the Dean of College makes a
recommendation for an acting Head and the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
approves or otherwise appoints a person to be in charge.
6. During the absence of Department Head and the Dean of College, the Vice Rector
for Academic Affairs makes a recommendation for an acting Head.
7. The acting person in-charge must operate within the delegation limits set by the
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middle or senior post staff member.
8. The acting person in-charge must maintain continuous communication with the
middle or senior post staff member.
9. Acting appointments in the areas of Finance, contracting and Human Resources are
governed by the policies and procedures of each respective department.
Delegation of Authority

1. Delegation of authority is the process of assigning authority to managers or
employees lower down in the hierarchy.
2. Delegation is intended to ease the workflow and facilitate succession planning,
personal and professional development.
3. Each director must delegate to those who have the competencies and confidence
required to carry out the task. Other factors must also be taken into consideration,
such as seniority and experience in the areas delegated.
4. When authority is delegated to subordinates, responsibility remains with the
delegator.
5. A staff member’s level of responsibility must reflect their level of authority.
6. The delegation of authority in Purchasing, Accounting, Recruitment and Termination
of Contracts is governed and controlled by related policies and procedures and
limits of authorities.
Delegation of Medina Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) Signatory

The only authorized people sign the official documents: Rector and the Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs.
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4.14 RECRUITING PART-TIME FACULTY MEMBERS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its teaching
by covering the overload hours through recruiting and finding quality part-time faculty.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the recruitment of
part-time faculty.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
Policy Provision:
1. In order to obtain authorization to cover the overload hours by recruiting part-time
faculty, a Dean of a College determines the needs and the overload hours in which
department after ensuring the teaching load are distributed properly to the current
faculty members as per the Full-Time Faculty Workloads and Working Hours
Policy, the Dean must prepare a Recruitment Requisition Form and obtain the
approval of the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs.
2. The overload hours compensation is determined according to the following
determined amount for each Academic Rank:
A. Instructor/TA:
100 Riyals per hour
B. Language Teacher:
150 Riyals per hour
C. Lecturer:
150 Riyals per hour
D. Assistant Professor:
200 Riyals per hour
E. Associate Professor:
250 Riyals per hour
F. Full Professor:
300 Riyals per hour
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Submits Recruitment Requisition Form to cover the
overload hours by recruiting part-time faculty to the
Vice Rector for Academic Affairs for the approval the
approval
Submits the written request to Human Resources
Director for the approval.
Submits the written request to the Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs for the approval.
Advertises the part time position in the appropriate local
and international media, in coordination with the
department in which the position is based.
Version 1.1, AY 2019-2020
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College Dean
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Manager
Human Resource
Manager
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S.
No.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Reviews and screens all CVs received from internal
firstly then external sources. Prepares long list of
qualified candidates and forwards their CVs to the
Recruitment Committee of the College.
Reviews the long-listed CVs and prepares a short list as
well a request for interview, including suggested names
for the interview Committee. Forwards short list and
interview request to the Human Resources Manager.
Notifies candidate of the interview request in a timely
manner.
Conducts the interview with the candidate and submits
interview report and New Hiring Form with the
approved candidate to the Human Resources.
Submits the New Hiring Form to the Rector for the
approval.
Prepares a job offer for the chosen candidate, follows up
on job offer with the candidate.
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4.15 OVERLOAD COMPENSATION FOR FACULTY MEMBERS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its teaching
by covering the overload hours and motivating the faculty through paying them the overload
compensation.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the overload
compensation for faculty members.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
Policy Provision:
In order to obtain authorization to cover the overload hours by assigning a current faculty
member, a Dean of a College determines the needs and the overload hours in which
department after ensuring the teaching load are distributed properly to the faculty members
as per the Full-Time Faculty Workloads and Working Hours Policy. The Dean should
prepare an Overload Form and obtain the approval of the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs.
The overload hours compensation is determined according to the following determined
amount for each Academic Rank:
Instructor/TA:
100 Riyals per hour
Language Teacher:
150 Riyals per hour
Lecturer:
150 Riyals per hour
Assistant Professor:
200 Riyals per hour
Associate Professor:
250 Riyals per hour
Full Professor:
300 Riyals per hour
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Submits Overload Form to cover the overload hours by
assigning a current faculty member to the Vice Rector
for Academic Affairs for the approval.
Submits the written request to Human Resources
Manager for the approval.
Submits the written request to the Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs for the approval.
Human Resources prepares a Payment Request Form
and send it to Finance Department with all needed
signatures.

College Dean
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4.16 NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
The Human Resources (HR) Department ensures that all new faculty and staff members
receive basic information to help them adapt to their new environment and enable them to
contribute productively within the objectives and standards of University of Prince Mugrin
(UPM).
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in managing the
orientation program offered to newly appointed UPM employees
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:

Institutional Orientation:

1. At the beginning of each semester, University of Prince Mugrin arranges for an
orientation program where Heads of Division and Department introduce the
University’s structure, main systems and policies.
2. The Vice Rector for Academic Affair’s Office is responsible for familiarizing new
faculty with the main academic topics and policies. The Director of the Vice Rector
for Academic Affair’s Office arrange to conduct several comprehensive sessions on
different academic topics, including the course syllabus, course file and course
report, teaching strategies, and course matrix.
3. The HR Department is responsible for familiarizing new employees with the main
HR services and general regulations.
4. The HR Department is responsible for introducing the Employee Handbook and
main policies.
5. The HR Orientation can be conducted on an individual or collective basis.
6. The ITC Department is responsible for introducing the University’s Network
Infrastructure, the University’s Management Information Systems and the IT Support
Services.
7. The Support Services Department is responsible for introducing the purchasing and
support services, including general services, maintenance and nursery.
8. The Support Services Department is responsible for providing new employees with a
campus tour to introduce the safety and security system.
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Departmental Orientation:

1. The Department Chair/Director is to assign each new employee with a mentor to
support them in adjusting to the new culture throughout the probation period.
2. The Department Chair/Director introduces the new employee to the department
staff and faculty members and other key personnel and arranges for an internal
Departmental Orientation program. The Departmental Orientation covers the
following topics:
a. The department’s mission and goals
b. The department’s organizational chart, including the relationship with other
departments
c. The employee’s job description
d. The area of evaluation during the probation period
e. Performance objectives (PMS Objectives)
f. Supplies/keys/computer account requests and access rights
g. On-the-job training
h. Working hours, rest periods and leave policies.
For Faculty: general academic-related matters (schedule, course file, faculty development,
grades and student absence policy, student evaluation of instruction, syllabus, committees,
etc.).
Managerial Assignment: The Dean of College is to mentor a new Chair and to conduct
a comprehensive orientation to the new Chair that covers the following topics:
The strategic objectives of the College
a) The main University and academic policies
b) Duties and responsibilities
c) Other subjects as needed
New International Recruits:
a) Before arrival: HR will provide the new employees with the Employee Handbook
and culture orientation kit. The Department Chair will provide them with the
academic policies, their teaching assignments, schedules and course syllabus and refer
them to the Faculty Handbook.
b) After arrival: the HR and Marketing Department will welcome the new employees.
The Department Chair will give a departmental orientation as specified in points B.1
and B.2
Procedure(s) that apply:
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S. No. Procedure Steps
1.
Receives and welcomes new employees on their first day
of work.

Responsibility
HR Manager or an
assignee

2.

Provides new employees with a campus tour.

HR Manager or an
assignee

3.

Holds a Human Resources Orientation Session with the
employee or group of employees, ensuring to discuss the
following points:
Where the employee fits within the departmental and
divisional organizational structure
The employee’s career goals and objectives in relation to
departmental goals and objectives
The University’s medical insurance policy
The Employee Handbook and major HR Policies (such as
Probationary Period, Performance Management System
(PMS), Absences/tardiness, Exit Re-entry Visa, GOSI, etc.)
Provides a Petty Cash – Salary Form for international
employees who need an advance salary deposit
Ensures that the HR database has all the required
information about the new employee.
Obtains two copies each of the passport and Iqama, if
applicable.
Requests the employee to submit a photo to the Front
Desk in order to issue a University identification card.

HR Manager or an
Assignee

4.

5.
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Obtains and verifies the employee’s original credentials.
Explains to the employee how to use the time card
system.
Obtains the new employee’s signature on the following
forms:
Job Description
Confidentiality and Conflict of Interest Agreement
Confirmation of Qualifications & Experience
Guidelines of Performance Management System (PMS)
Explains the requirements for issuing the permanent
residence/Iqama (medical checkup, photographs).
Issues an Arabic Letter to the employee stating that the
passport has been submitted to the concerned authorities
for the issuance of an Iqama.
Provides the employee with a letter addressed to the
hospital for conducting the required medical examination
and tests for issuing a new Iqama.
Arranges for transportation to the hospital and to the
photograph shop.
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S. No. Procedure Steps
An employee should be compensated of expenses
(medical checkup and visa fee) and forwards it to the
Controller and Director of Accounting for processing.
6.
Explains and completes the payroll deposit requirements.
Provides a Payroll Deposit Authorization Form to be
completed by the employee.
Makes the necessary arrangements for the employee to
open a bank account for the purpose of receiving salary
payments.
7.
Introduces the new employee to the University Rector,
the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs/Vice Rector for
Academic Affairs/Dean of Colleges of the division in which
they will be working, and the Department Chair/ Director.
8.
Conducts a comprehensive departmental Orientation
program.
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4.17 LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its
workforce, one of the most important factors is assessing their leaders at Leading Level &
Shaping Level, to determine their current and future capabilities to develop their skills to
tackle the new challenges.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the Leadership
Assessment of faculty and administrative staff.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector.
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. The Leadership Policy is applicable to the leaders as categorized and listed below:
A. Shaping Level:
▪ Vice Rectors.
▪ Deans.
▪ Vice Rector Assistants.
B. Leading Level:
▪ Heads of Departments.
▪ Directors.
▪ Managers.
2. The line manager conducts a meeting with the leader at the beginning of the year to
determine the Projects and the KPIs using the SMART Objectives (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound).
3. The line manager is responsible for defining and communicating performance
expectations, which can be defined as the work responsibilities and tasks that an
employee is expected to perform. The performance standards are best described as
the expected result or outcome of the work responsibilities and tasks that an
employee performs. Performance standards are related to the following explained
criteria (Teamwork/ Collaboration, Results Achievement/ Orientation, Initiative,
Creativity and Innovation, Integrity and Ethics and Customer-Client Focus):
A. Teamwork / Collaboration:
Works in partnership with own team and others across the organization to
enhance quality of outputs and processes and accomplish individual and team
goals for Shaping Level & Leading Level:
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▪

Shaping Level:
1) Performance: Goes above and beyond to ensure that all staff across
the organization are fully engaged, enabled and committed to
performing their tasks according to the set standards, with emphasis
on full collaboration and appreciation of diversity.
2) Knowledge Sharing: Pre-emptively shares knowledge and
intelligence across the teams and departments, working in partnership
across the organization, promoting interaction and full collaborations
at all levels in order to reach the set organizational goals.
3) Accomplishing Objectives: Puts plans in place in order to ensure
that the various teams and organizational objectives are met.

▪

Leading Level:
1) Performance: Ensures that tasks/ activities allocated to own
department/teams are performed according to set standards; works
with and supports others across organizational units, emphasizing full
collaboration at all times and appreciation of diversity.
2) Knowledge Sharing: Shares knowledge and interacts with members
of own department and others, working in partnership and offering
support and assistance with the aim of driving and modelling
engagement and collaboration at all levels.
3) Accomplishing Objectives: Ensures that organizational objectives
are met through team contribution and collaboration.

B. Results Achievement / Orientation:
Demonstrates ambition and drive to achieve challenging organizational, work
related and career goals, pushing work to completion for Shaping Level &
Leading Level:
▪

Shaping Level:
1) Setting Goals: Creates a compelling vision and sets challenging
short-and long-term goals for the business-unit/ function linked to
organizational objectives.
2) Perseverance: Champions a positive, results-oriented culture that
views challenges and obstacles as an opportunity to achieve greater
results.
3) Tracking Progress and Results: Regularly monitors and
communicates goal attainment across the business unit/function to
recognize and reward performance and ensure employee engagement.

▪
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Leading Level:
1) Setting Goals: Sets departmental goals that inspire others;
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collaborates with other leaders to establish goals.
2) Perseverance: Recognizes and rewards achievement of results in
the face of challenges or setbacks to foster employee motivation and
commitment.
3) Tracking Progress and Results: Reinforces behaviors that lead to
exceeding expectations and champions those who perform
exceptionally.
C. Initiative:
Identifies what needs to be done and takes appropriate action without
waiting to be asked; is a self-starter for Shaping Level & Leading Level:
▪

Shaping Level:
1) Addressing Gaps in Work: Initiates and supports key activities,
strategic initiatives and projects, in anticipation of future needs or
situations, to address foreseen gaps in business goals and achieve
improved and sustainable organizational performance.
2) Motivating and Energizing Self and Others: Shows enthusiasm
as a leader and inspires others to tackle challenges and deliver
superior business unit/function results by displaying motivation,
energy and passion.
3) Self-Starting: Fostering and supports an environment in which selfstarters are nurtured, recognized, and rewarded across the business
unit/ function.

▪

Leading Level:
1) Addressing Gaps in Work: Influences and coaches others across
the business units/functions to be proactive and work independently
to identify areas for improvement in current work processes or
introduce change where necessary.
2) Motivating and Energizing Self and Others: Encourages and
motivates people to achieve high standards of excellence by
consistently raising the bar and coaching others to achieve results.
3) Self-Starting: Sets challenging and realistic goals for others;
proactively considers the business unit/function’s goals to prevent
conflicts of interests and communicates goals to teams.

D. Creativity and Innovation:
Generates or facilitates the generation of new ideas, methods, products, or
solutions for Shaping Level & Leading Level:
▪
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1) Generates Ideas: Takes risks and envisions what might not exist
today and collaborates with others to generate strategies and bring
new visions to life.
2) Facilitates Creativity in Others: Promotes an environment that
encourages leaders across the organization to think creatively and
experiment, take strategic risks and learn from mistakes.
3) Seeks Opportunities: Constantly challenges the status-quo and
encourages the organization to look for opportunities and areas of
the business where creative solutions will help to improve
effectiveness and overall organizational performance.
▪

Leading Level:
1) Generates Ideas: Examines numerous potential ideas and evaluates
each against business goals; accepts failure as a necessary part of
innovation.
2) Facilitates Creativity in Others: Creates an environment that
encourages creative thinking and coaches others to gain new insights
and view opportunities from different perspectives; acts as an
advocate for new ideas.
3) Seeks Opportunities: Targets important areas for innovation;
challenges others to rethink current situations and seek new
possibilities and opportunities to “stay one step ahead”.

E. Integrity and Ethics:
Conducts all business activities according to the highest organizational, social,
ethical and legal standards for Shaping Level & Leading Level:
▪

Shaping Level:
1) Maintaining standards in all activities: Acts as a role model for
the organization in terms of promoting ethical behavior and integrity
and sets the standards of what is expected of employees across the
organizational and at all levels; confronts unethical behavior and takes
appropriate measures to deal with it.
2) Relationships with others: Role models honest behavior, openness
and fairness across the organization and encourages other leaders to
demonstrate a high level of integrity in all actions, admitting mistakes
where necessary and respecting others' values and opinions.
3) Consistency of actions: Builds trust across the organization and
promotes moral and consistent actions at all levels in complex/high
stress situations and is not swayed by pressure rather by reason.
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▪

Leading Level:
1) Maintaining standards in all activities: Proactively promotes and
ensures that all activities performed within department are up to the
ethical and organizational standards set out by the company;
confronts unethical behavior and takes corrective actions accordingly.
2) Relationships with others: Operates with honesty, fairness and
openness at all times and encourages others within own department
to demonstrate a high level of integrity and respect when dealing with
others, internally and externally; is not afraid to admit mistakes and
encourages others to do the same.
3) Consistency of actions: Fosters moral behaviors and build trust in
all business relationships and actions, promotes and maintains
consistency in all actions and at all levels across the departments.

F. Customer-Client Focus:
Understands and anticipates customers’ needs and takes action to provide
high quality products and services to exceed their expectations for Shaping
Level & Leading Level:
▪

Shaping Level:
1) Identifying and Anticipating Customer Needs: Seeks to
understand the main business drivers of current and potential
customers, and designs solutions accordingly.
2) Customer Care/ Service: Creates and supports programs that
improve the business unit/function’s reputation for providing excellent
customer service; understands the external factors that may impact a
customer’s perspective.
3) Following Customer Service Trends: Anticipates emerging
trends that will impact future customer needs and prepares the
business unit/function to respond.

▪

Leading Level:
1) Identifying and Anticipating Customer Needs: Exceeds
customers’ expectations by transforming the customer’s needs into
relevant service offerings.
2) Customer Care/ Service: Asks for feedback on customer
satisfaction from multiple sources and incorporates feedback into
action plans; leverages understanding of the synergies between
functions to serve customer needs.
3) Following Customer Service Trends: Ensures that others are
always up to date about external customer service trends, as well as
internal product/service offerings.
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Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Having a meeting with the employee at the beginning of
the year to determine the Projects and the KPIs using
the SMART Objectives, explaining the PA Form
(Performance Appraisal Form) and KPIs Form.
Following up with the employees during the year
regarding the achieving goals and performance.
Conducting the PA Form for the employee according to
the Performance standards.
Having a meeting at the end of the year with the
employee to discuss the PA Form.
Submitting the PA Form of the employee to Human
Resources, the PA Form should be the employee and
the requested signatories.

Line Manager
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4.18 ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF ASSESSMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its
workforce, one of the most important factors is assessing their administrative staff at
Developing Level & Applying Level, to determine their weaknesses and strengths to develop
their skills to and experience.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the Assessment of
Administrative Staff.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector.
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. The Administrative Staff Policy is applicable to the administrative staff as categorized and
listed below:
A. Applying Level:
• Heads.
• Registrar.
• Lower.
• Assistant Manager.
• Supervisor.
• Programmer.
• Auditor.
• Office Manager.
• Gym Supervisor.
• Executive Secretary.
• Translator.
• Analyst.
• Specialist.
• Engineer.
• Designer.
B. Developing Level:
• Gym Trainer.
• Coordinator.
• Call Center.
• Technician.
• Security Supervisor.

•
•
•
•
•

Secretary.
Librarian.
Financial Collector.
Admin Assist.
Driver.

•
•
•
•
•

Accountant.
Administrator.
Nurse.
Officer.
Security.

2. The line manager conducts a meeting with the employee at the beginning of the year to
determine the KPIs using the SMART Objectives (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time-bound).
3. The line manager is responsible for defining and communicating performance
expectations, which can be defined as the work responsibilities and tasks that an employee
is expected to perform. The performance standards are best described as the expected
result or outcome of the work responsibilities and tasks that an employee performs.
Performance standards are related to the following explained criteria (Teamwork/
Collaboration, Results Achievement/ Orientation, Initiative, Creativity and Innovation,
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Integrity and Ethics and Customer-Client Focus):
A. Teamwork / Collaboration:
Works in partnership with own team and others across the organization to enhance
quality of outputs and processes and accomplish individual and team goals for
Applying Level & Developing Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Performance: Performs own tasks within the team, assists and enables the
team members in performing their assigned tasks; works with and supports
other teams in achieving departmental goals.
2. Knowledge Sharing: Willingly and pre-emptively shares knowledge, working
in partnership with members of own team and others, offering assistance
and helping them in achieving the desired performance results.
3. Accomplishing Objectives: Encourages the team members to work
together to achieve their set objectives.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Performance: Performance own tasks that are assigned by line manager or
team leader, working with own team in accordance with task distribution
plan.
2. Knowledge Sharing: Conveys information and shares basic knowledge with
others offering assistance as required and when asked to do so by line
manager or team leader.
3. Accomplishing Objectives: Participates in helping members of own team
towards achieving organizational and team objectives.
B. Results Achievement / Orientation:
Demonstrates ambition and drive to achieve challenging organizational, work related
and career goals, pushing work to completion for Applying Level & Developing Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Setting Goals: Seeks progressively more challenging short-term and longterm goals and responsibilities; pushes others to work toward their goals.
2. Perseverance: Demonstrates energy and positive response when tackling
challenging problems, viewing complicated tasks as engaging or motivating.
3. Tracking Progress and Results: Regularly assesses the extent to which goals
have been achieved for the team; ensures that goals are met by
continuously tracking results and milestones.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Setting Goals: Establishes individual goals that stretch own capabilities. Have
good knowledge of goals and objectives.
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2. Perseverance: Displays the appropriate sense of urgency in accomplishing
goals; persists in taking action, remaining focused on individual results.
3. Tracking Progress and Results: Measures own work to track progress against
goals; seeks assistance choosing corrective actions to ensure results.
C. Initiative:
Identifies what needs to be done and takes appropriate action without waiting to be
asked; is a self-starter for Applying Level & Developing Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Addressing Gaps in Work: Continuously reviews personal and team results
against desired standards, takes initiative to implement routine corrective
actions to ensure team success.
2. Motivating and Energizing Self and Others: Consistently displays an
outstanding degree of involvement and engagement which inspires others.
3. Self-Starting: Proactively takes on additional assignments to stretch own
capabilities and contributes to overall team performance levels.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Addressing Gaps in Work: Shows an active interest in own work and suggests
improvements to current ways of working.
2. Motivating and Energizing Self and Others: Demonstrates motivation and
drive to perform tasks until personal goals are met and desired results are
achieved.
3. Self-Starting: Executes tasks in a timely manner without being asked;
independently drives work to completion with minimal instruction.
D. Creativity and Innovation:
Generates or facilitates the generation of new ideas, methods or solutions for
Applying Level & Developing Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Generates Ideas: Continuously generates new ideas, methods or solutions;
acts on new ideas, assessing and testing risks.
2. Facilitates Creativity in Others: Encourages others to openly share, build
on, and challenge each other’s new ideas or solutions.
3. Seeks Opportunities: Regularly engages in new projects/activities and
pushes past customary practices to address problems and opportunities
within team.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Generates Ideas: Demonstrates curiosity by asking questions regarding
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current approaches/methods and suggesting potential changes.
2. Facilitates Creativity in Others: Contributes to idea generation within team
settings.
3. Seeks Opportunities: Identifies opportunities to improve approaches or
methods within own job.
E. Integrity and Ethics:
Conducts all business activities according to the highest organizational, social, ethical
and legal standards for Applying Level & Develop Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Maintaining standards in all activities: Maintains a high level of honesty and
ethical standards in all actions and interactions and promotes the same
within the team/unit.
2. Relationships with others: Encourages others within own team to maintain a
high level of integrity, respect and openness when dealing with others,
within and outside the team.
3. Consistency of actions: Acts in a consistent manner both on a professional
and personal levels.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Maintaining standards in all activities: Demonstrates integrity in everyday
work activities
2. Relationships with others: Demonstrates integrity and honesty when dealing
with others, both internally and externally.
3. Consistency of actions: Consistently takes appropriate actions towards
achieving own goals as requested by line manager.
F. Customer-Client Focus:
Understands and anticipates customers’ needs and takes action to provide high
quality and services to exceed their expectations for Applying Level & Developing
Level:
▪ Applying Level:
1. Identifying and Anticipating Customer Needs: Takes the extra step to
anticipate customers’ needs and immediately takes action to resolve breaks
in service or mistakes to satisfy customers.
2. Customer Care/ Service: Uncovers customers’ hidden needs or issues by
asking insightful questions and developing rapport; encourages others to
consider the customer’s perspective in making decisions.
3. Following Customer Service Trends: Stays up to date with best practices and
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institutes internal standards within department to ensure high customer
service quality.
▪ Developing Level:
1. Identifying and Anticipating Customer Needs: Asks the right questions and
listens directly to customers to gain an understanding of their needs;
accurately identifies and defines customers’ needs or issues.
2. Customer Care/ Service: Responds to standard requests from
internal/external customers; performs necessary duties consistently and
reliably to meet customer expectations.
3. Following Customer Service Trends: Keeps current on best practices and
trends in customer service and customer care, is compliant with internal
best practices and standards.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Having a meeting with the employee at the beginning of
the year to determine the KPIs using the SMART
Objectives, explaining the PA Form (Performance
Appraisal Form) and KPIs Form.
Following up with the employees during the year
regarding the achieving goals and performance.
Conducting the PA Form for the employee according to
the Performance standards.
Having a meeting at the end of the year with the employee
to discuss the PA Form.
Submitting the PA Form of the employee to Human
Resources, the PA Form should be the employee and the
requested signatories.

Line Manager
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4.19 FACULTY ASSESSMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) strives to continuously improve the quality of its
workforce, one of the most important factors is assessing their Faculty, to determine their
current and future capabilities to develop their teaching methods and skills.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations, and procedures followed in the Assessment of
Faculty.
Scope:
▪ Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
Policy Provision:
1. The Faculty Assessment Policy is applicable to the faculty as academic ranking:
A. Instructor/TA.
B. Language Teacher.
C. Lecturer.
D. Assistant Professor.
E. Associate Professor.
F. Full Professor.
2. The department head/ Dean conducts a meeting with the faculty at the beginning of the
academic year to determine the KPIs using the SMART Objectives (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound).
3. The department head/ Dean is responsible for defining and communicating performance
expectations, which can be defined as the work responsibilities and tasks that a faculty is
expected to perform. The performance standards are best described as the expected
result or outcome of the work responsibilities and tasks that the faculty performs.
Performance standards are related to the following explained criteria (Teaching,
Committee & Community Service, Research and Personal Characteristics):
1. Teaching: this standard covers the following aspects:
A. Course Materials:
The evaluation criteria as listed below:
1) Mastery of the Subject Matter.
2) Assessment of Students’ Learning and providing students with timely and
continuous feedback.
3) Using Technology for Teaching.
4) Development & Use of Innovative and Diverse Methods in Teaching.
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5) Adherence to Rules & Regulations of Course / Dept. / College /
University.
6) Providing Students with Appropriate Material Sources & References.
7) Providing Students with Continuous Support Inside & Outside the
Classroom.
8) Development & Organization of Course File materials.
9) Quality of Student Advising.
10) Quality of Course Coordination.
11) Quality of Department Chairing (If Applicable).
12) Development of Curriculum (If Applicable).
B. Student Evaluation of The Faculty Member:
This point takes care of student’s opinion by using survey at the end of the
academic year regarding the faculty’s attitude, punctuality, organization,
teaching methods, office hours, homework, Exams and etc.
C. Committee & Community Service:
Indicate (in number) the Involvement of Faculty Member in Service Activities
over the academic year.
D. Research:
Indicate (in number) the Involvement of Faculty Member in Research Activities
over the academic years.
E. Personal Characteristics:
Conducts all business activities according to the highest organizational, social,
cooperation, initiative and creativity, discipline and punctuality, ethical and legal
standards.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Having a meeting with the faculty at the beginning of the year
to determine the KPIs using the SMART Objectives,
explaining the Faculty Evaluation Form and KPIs Form.
Following up with the faculty during the academic year
regarding the achieving goals and performance.
Attending and Monitoring the faculty’s teaching classes for
three times:
1. The first class should be organized and determined.

Department head/
Dean
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S.
No.

4.
5.
6.

Procedure Steps
2. The second class should be organized and determined.
3. The third class should be randomly without informing the
faculty.
Conducting the Faculty Evaluation Form for the faculty
according to the Performance standards.
Having a meeting at the end of the academic year with the
faculty to discuss the Faculty Evaluation Form.
Submitting the Faculty Evaluation Form of the faculty to
Human Resources, the Faculty Evaluation Form should be the
employee and the requested signatories.

Applicable Form(s):
Form Title
Faculty Evaluation Form
KPIs Form
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Retention
Time
Permanent
Permanent

Department head/
Dean
Department head/
Dean
Department head/
Dean
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Location
Employee's File
Employee's File
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4.20 STAFF TRANSFER AND PROMOTION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to providing maximum opportunities for
transfer and promotion within the University to improve the potential for vertical and
horizontal mobility among qualified UPM staff.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in selecting staff members
for transfer and promotion within the University.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector.
2. Vice Rectorate of Academic Affairs.
3. Vice Rectorate of Executive Affairs.
4. Vice Rectorate of Business Development.
5. Planning and Quality Department.
Policy Provision:
1. UPM ensures maximum opportunity for transfer and promotion, consistent with its
commitment to institutional needs and institutional excellence.
2. When considering candidates for transfer or promotion, directors must refer to the
necessary qualifications specified in the job description only, and not to the qualities,
skills or knowledge of the incumbent.
3. Transfer and promotion opportunities occur when an incumbent has been given
expanded duties, responsibilities and authority, or has moved to a different position
which was vacated as a result of another incumbent having been promoted,
transferred, discharged, or having retired.
4. The criteria for the selection of the best qualified applicant for each open position are
job-related factors which include, but are not limited to:
A. Performance history;
B. Relevant work experience;
C. Applicable education and/or training;
D. Required skills, knowledge and abilities.
5. The criteria used when considering employees’ qualifications for transfer or
promotion must be fair and unbiased, and all University employment policy
requirements must be fully met and documented.
6. The Human Resources (HR) Department informs employees of internal recruitment
opportunities through University-wide postings when a vacancy occurs.
7. The HR Department review all applications and arrange for all required assessments.
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8. The HR Department is responsible for verifying that all conditions and procedures for
a transfer and promotion have been satisfied.
9. If a vacancy is not filled through a departmental or University-wide posting, the HR
Department opens and advertises the position to external applicants.
10. Transfer Eligibility:
A. University employees who have successfully completed the probationary period
specified by the conditions of employment or by their contract are eligible to be
considered for transfer and to apply for job vacancies announced by the HR
Department.
B. Employees must obtain approval from their supervisors before applying for an
internal recruitment opportunity by submitting an “Internal Recruitment Form” to
the HR Department.
C. If a Department Director/Dean rejects the transfer of a qualified applicant, the HR
Department discusses the reasons for rejection with the Director/Head and tries
to facilitate the transfer, if possible.
11. Promotion Eligibility:
A. Promotion opportunities depend on the approved organization chart, the need
and the availability of budget.
B. When a promotion opportunity is open, the Department Director/Head, Dean
of College and Vice Rector for Executive Affairs/Vice Rector for Academic
Affairs recommend the employee who meets the required qualifications and
experience to the HR Department.
C. The recommended employees for promotion must have the minimum required
qualifications of the job, as specified in the job description and satisfactory / very
good (3/4) on the Performance Management System (PMS) form for the last
three years.
D. The recommended employees for promotion must have fulfilled the required
years of experience preferably in UPM as per the Guidelines for Grading of NonFaculty Positions.
E. Depending on the financial condition of the University, the promoted employee
will be granted an increment according to the University estimation.
F. For exceptional cases, Management has the right to waive one or more of the
promotion eligibilities conditions. These cases must be approved by the Rector in
consultation with the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs and HR Director,
considering factors including but not limited to the following:
i.
Proved outstanding contribution;
ii.
Exceptional personality attributes;
iii.
Continued professional development.
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G. If more than one employee is eligible for promotion in the same department, a
selection process by a committee must take place on the basis of the following
criteria:
i.
Recommendation of the Director or the Dean;
ii.
Seniority;
iii.
A higher PMS;
iv.
More qualifications and training;
v.
More relevant experience and preferably in UPM.
H. The selection process is conducted by a committee consisting of the highest
person in the hierarchy of the promoting department, the Vice Rector for
Executive Affairs and HR Director.
Procedure(s) that apply:
A. Procedure for the transfer:
S.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

No.
1.

Notifies the HR Department of any open position that
Hiring Department
the Department/Rectorate wishes to fill by internal
Director/Head
recruitment (transfer).

2.

Reviews the job description with the concerned HR Director or an
Director/Head.
assignee

3.

Advertises the open position electronically for two HR Director or an
weeks to all University employees.
assignee

4.
5.

Interested
Employee/Applicant
HR Director or an
assignee
HR Director or an
assignee

6.

Reviews and shortlists the applications.

7.

Arranges for a meeting of the Screening Committee to HR Director or an
interview the short-listed applicants.
assignee

8.
9.
10.
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Submits an updated CV along with Internal Recruitment
Form (Requester Section filled in) to the Recruitment
Office.
Arranges for a personality test to be administered to all
applicants and, if necessary, an English Business Writing
test.

Submits the recommendations of the Screening
HR Director or an
Committee for each applicant to the Rector for a final
assignee
approval.
HR Director or an
Prepares a job offer for the chosen applicant.
assignee
If no applicant fits the requirements or the offer is HR Director or an
assignee
rejected, starts the external recruitment process.
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B. Procedure for the Promotion:
S.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Head of the
Submits a memo for the nomination with a justification
Promoting
of selection to the HR Department.
Department
Reviews and verifies the profile of all recommended
names as per UPM Grading system and suggests the HR Director
names to the Vice Rector for Executive Affairs.
Reviews the suggested names by the HR Department and
Vice Rector for
recommends the final name(s) to the Rector for final
Executive Affairs
approval.
Prepares a job offer for the promoted staff.

HR Director or an
assignee

Applicable Form(s):
Form Title
Internal Recruitment Form (Transfer)
Employee Training & Career Development
Plan Form
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5.0 LIBRARY AND LEARNING RESOURCES
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5.1 LIBRARY CIRCULATION & ACCESS POLICIES
Policy Statement:

This policy aims to organize & unify the library procedures for circulation in all library items
in order to achieve high-quality services for all the university community.
Purpose:

This policy governs borrowing library items rules for all UPM library patrons.
Scope:
1. All UPM library patrons (Faculty, Staff, and students).
2. Alumni and Scholar library visitors.
Policy Provision:

Who can benefit from the library services:
Full Access
The following library users have borrowing privileges, and in-campus and off-campus access
to library online resources:
1. UPM Full-Time & Part-Time Faculty
2. UPM Staff
3. UPM Students
Limited Access
The following library users have borrowing privileges and in-campus to library online
resources; they do not have off-campus access to library online resources:
1. Alumni
2. Scholar Visitors
General Access Policy
a. An ID card is needed to check out library items; without which all library patrons
(faculty, staff, and students) would not be able to check out any items. ID cards can
only be used by their original owners.
b. Borrowers are responsible for everything checked out under their names. The
responsibility includes protecting the library checked out items from theft, damage
and/or loss.
c. Borrowers are not allowed to exit the library with any library item that is not checked
out through the Circulation Desk or at a self-checkout station.
d. In-campus and off-campus access to the library online e-resources are available for all
UPM faculty members, staff and students 24/7. However, alumni and scholar visitors
may access library online resources in-campus only.
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Burrowing Policy
1. Borrowing privileges vary depending on the borrower's type. Any request for exceptions
should be referred to the Library Director. The following table explains burrowing privileges
for all burrower’s types:
Maximum Number of
Burrower Type
Burrowing Period
Extension Period
Items to Check out
Faculty

8 items

One semester

One semester

Staff

5 items

10 business days

10 business days

Students

3 items

10 business days

10 business days

1 item

10 business days

Not allowed

Alumni &
Scholars

Visiting

2. Borrowers are responsible of returning or renewing library items before the due date, keeping
track of due dates stamped in their own checkout items and return the library on the same
condition that they were borrowed. Fines and/or compensations for late returns and damaged
items are as listed in the table below:
Item

Violation

Fine

Maximum
Fine

General Collection Book

Overdue

SR 1 / Day

SR 50

Periodical, Audio, Video
and/or Reference Book

Overdue

SR 5 / Day

SR 50

Locker Key

Overdue

SR 1 / Day

SR 50

General Collection Book/
Paper Back
General Collection Book/
Hardcover
Reference books, bound
periodicals or audio/video
items

Lost or Damaged
Lost or Damaged
Lost or Damaged

Academic Journals

Lost or Damaged

General Magazine

Lost or Damaged

Locker’s Key

Lost or Damaged

SR 250 +
Late Fees
SR 350 + Late
Fees
SR 500 + Late
Fees

----

SR 300 + Late
Fees
SR 100 + Late
Fees

--

SR 50 + Late Fees

--

--

3. The fines will not be imposed for days where the library is closed (e.g., holidays and
weekends), or when the system is not functioning.
4. All periodicals are non-circulating material; they are strictly for in-house use.
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5. Borrowing privileges vary depending on the item type. Any request for exceptions should be
referred to the Library Director.
6. The circulation operations and services will be suspended during library system failure.
7. After 50 days, the borrowers may have to pay all the consequent overdue fines besides the
lost materials fees.
8. Borrowing privileges will be suspended until all overdue items are returned and fines are
paid.
9. Registration and the Finance Office may place a hold on the borrower student’s university
records until they pay the charges.
Due Date Reminders and Overdue Notices:
For convenience, the UPM library will send several electronic reminders and overdue notices
to all users. For faculty members, staff and students, the reminders will be sent to the users
using their UPM email. For alumni and visitor scholars, the emails will be sent to the emails
registered at the circulation desk. The table below lists the reminders and notices that the
library will be sending.
Reminder/Notice Type
Due Date Reminder
First Overdue Notice
Second Overdue Notice

Time
Three days before the returning due date
One day after the item due date for overdue
times only
Seven days after the item due date for
overdue items only

Please note that the item will be considered a lost item if it is not returned to the library for
more than 50 days after the due date. In the case the item is considered lost, the burrower
will be billed for the lost item price besides all administrative fees and fines.
Reserves (Placing Materials on Reserve)
Materials placed on reserve are required or recommended as reading items for courses, as
requested by the faculty for specific classes to read from library collection or faculty personal
copies and to loan for shorter periods than the general circulation items. Reserve collections
may include:
a. Books, Journals or newspaper articles (Only one article from the same
journal/magazine may be placed on reserve at a time to avoid a violation of copyright
law).
b. Book chapters (One chapter from a book at a time to avoid a violation of copyright
law).
c. Media materials (Videos, DVDs, Compact discs, and Audiocassettes).
d. Reserve collections are located behind the Circulation Desk.
e. Reserve collections are generally kept on reserve only for one semester (the period
when faculty courses are being taught).
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f.

At the end of each semester, faculty personal copies are returned to the library
materials, and are re-shelved in the collection.

g. Faculties are responsible for ensuring that their reserved items adhere to international
copyright laws.
h. Loan period for reserved materials is two hours, unless indicated otherwise through
the course faculty members.
i.

Reserve collections are strictly for in-house use only.

Procedure(s) that apply:

S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Procedure Steps
Present UPM ID to the librarian

Responsibility
Library Users

Check out the items by Symphony "Library system" Based
Librarian
on the policy followed
Stamp the due date on the due date sheet

Librarian

Desensitize the item before it leaves the library & reLibrarian
sensitizes it upon return
Before the end of the loan period, the system sends a
Library System
reminder of the date of return to the library user
Users with overdue items are subject to paying fines of
their overdue items as per the policy at the Library Library Users
Information Desk
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5.2 COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT POLICY
Policy Statement:
This policy aims to organize and unify the procedures for developing library collections in a
manner that is consistent with the university's vision and mission and to support the needs of
all academic programs.
Purpose:
This policy governs the selection, acquisition and organizing of library materials that support
the teaching and research needs, and general library users’ interests.
Scope:
All UPM library patrons (Faculty, Staff &Students).
Policy Provision:
1. Collection Development Mission:
To ensure that all information resources collections in UPM library meet and support the
academic, teaching, searching, and studying needs of the library users, in a continuous and
balanced manner, and to continuously develop, organize and provide them through a range
of traditional and modern services.
2. Collection Development Objectives:
2.1 Regulating the selection, acquisition and library collection evaluation process with clear
and flexible policies that meet current and future research needs, academic needs, and
general interests of the library users.
2.2 To continuously improve the library performance by updating services and acquiring new
collections based on regular feedback collection from the library users.
3. Library Collection Description
3.1 Classes of UPM Library Collections
a. Substantive Coverage Class
The main topics of the University of Prince Mugrin Library collections are those that
support all educational and research activities for all academic programs. Not only do
these collections include academic textbooks, but also major references, encyclopedia
and periodicals that diversify and enrich the library users educational experience. The
table below lists some of the topics that may branch from academic collections:
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Business Administration
Management
Marketing
Accounting
Finance

Computer Science

Engineering

Programming
Cyber Security and Forensic
Computing
Networking
Information Technology (IT)

Architecture
Interior Architecture
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering

b. General Interests Class
The library is also dedicated to acquiring collections that meet the interests and needs
of its users such that are outside of their corresponding majors including topics
such as language, history, religion, self-improvement and others.
3.2 Types of UPM Library Collections:
A) Printed & electronic textbooks
B)
C)
D)
E)

Printed & electronic books & references
Printed & electronic journals
Electronic resources (Databases)
Academic Theses & Dissertations

F)

Audiovisual Multimedia

3.3 English is the fundamental language for library collections; Arabic & other languages are
acquired as needed.
UPM Library Organizing
For its efficiency for medium libraries, the UPM Library adopted the Dewey Decimal System
for organizing library items. Therefore, to facilitate finding library materials on the shelves,
each item in the library is assigned a code that has the general format of
Item Type

Dewey Number

AUTH

Volume Number YEAR

C.Copy Number

where the variables code variables are as explained below:
Variable

Description

Item Type

This variable can take one of four values; namely, FR, REF, TX and
NULL1. These values are explained below:
i.
NULL: General library item2
ii. FR: Faculty-reserved item
iii. REF: Reference item
iv. TX: Textbook

1

The Item Type is critical information because it defines the burrowing policy for the time. For more information about the
burrowing policy, please refer to the document UPM Library Circulation & Access Policies with policy number
UPM.RAA.LIB. PP.01
2 The code NULL means that the ItemType field is left empty and the book code starts with the Dewey Code directly.
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Variable

Description

Dewey number

Is the internationally unique book code using the Dewey Decimal
System3.

AUTH

This variable takes the initials (2 letters) of the item author name, and
first letter of title.

Volume Number

This variable is used with multi-volume items
Copy year

YEAR
Copy Number

This variable is a count for the copies that the library has of the
corresponding item. To explain, if the library has multiple identical
items, then the first copy is marked C.1, the second copy is marked
C.2, third copy is marked C.3 and so forth.

Selection of Library Collections
The UPM Library aims to establish a balanced collection of items that serve both academic
interests and the general reading interests of their visitors. Therefore, the library established
a policy for the selection of library collections. The steps of the policy are as follows:
1. Need Identification
2. Acquisition Request
3. Request Evaluation & Acquisition Decision
Each of these steps is explained in detail next:

Need Identification

1.

The first step of the policy is to identify the need to acquire the item in the library. This
need can be identified by one of the following:
• Suggestions and requests of college deans, head of departments and/or faculty
members.
•

Suggestions and requests of other departments of the university such as the
Continuous Education Center & and the ICT Department.

•

Suggestions and requests of students.

•

Suggestions and requests of staff.

•

Suggestions of reputed publishers such as Wiley and Pearson’s.

•

Benchmarking with local and international libraries.

Acquisition Request

2.

Once the need for new library items is identified, whoever suggests these items make a list

3

For more information about the Dewey Decimal System, the reader may be referred to the link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dewey_Decimal_Classification.
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of the needed items and submit them to the Library Director for request evaluation.
3.

Request Evaluation & Acquisition Decision
The library director might accept or reject the acquisition of the material. The following
criteria constitute general guidelines to make the acquisition decision:
• The item is free of illegal moral, anomalous tendencies and deviant ideas
• Choosing the most recent edition, especially for manuals, encyclopedias & indexes.
Exception can be made if recommended by faculty members for class that they are
teaching.
• Similar titles are not available in the university library
• The items should contain information that is current and valid to apply in the current
time.
• Priority of acquisition is to academic textbooks (especially for newly opened academic
departments) that are used for teaching, then for items that compensate for a weakness
in the library collection within specific subjects.
• The library does/does not contain sufficient copies to cover the library user's needs.
• If the request is made for a newer edition of an item that the library already have, the
new edition should contain significant differences in comparison to the older edition
such as the addition of chapters or new sections and major corrections.
• The library is seeking to diversify its collection types (i.e., hard copies, electronic copies,
audio/video materials, … etc.) with priority given to electronic resources.

Acquisition

1. Acquisition Budget
The budget of the acquisition and collections development depends on the budget allocated
by the university to meet the needs of the various academic programs of the university, with
a clear and balanced distribution that covers all the majors of the colleges and serves the
educational and research process.

2. Acquisition Procedure
a. A decision is made to acquire the library item based on the selection policy that is
explained in the “Selection of Library Collections” Section.
b. Fill in the purchase form with the required data from the proposed or selected titles,
specifying the number of copies required (Form No. 1).
c. If the book is academic, obtain the approvals of the department head and the college
dean on the purchase order. If the book is not an academic book, this step is skipped.
d. Submit the purchase form after obtaining the approval of the college dean to the
library. This step might be skipped if the book can be acquired without purchasing
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(e.g., via donations)
e. The librarian verifies whether the requested titles are available in the library and the
number of required copies.
f.

Submit the approval titles list to the procurement department.

After the arrival of the books, the library processes them (stamping - barcoding - labeling recording them on library system - cataloging -classification) before making them available to
the readers.

3. Acquisition Methods
The UPM Library accepts the following acquisition methods:
a. Purchase (according to the rules and regulations of financial procedures followed by
the university)
b. Annual subscriptions in academic journals and databases
c. Donations
d. Exchange and cooperation between libraries
e. Open Source sources

4. Donations & Exchange
Since donations is a vital source of the library collections, the UPM Library set up the
following criteria to govern the donation & process:
a. UPM library accepts the donations & exchange materials on the condition that the
material pass the evaluation criteria listed in Section 3-3 of this policy.
b. The library does not accept any conditional donations.
c. The donated material should be in good condition.
d. The material donated or received through exchange shall not be inconsistent with the
scientific facts or what is prohibited by the competent authorities or is not
commensurate with the scientific and cultural level of the employees of the university
and its students.
e. Study notes, and items written on the typewriter shall not be accepted unless they are
issued by the official publishing houses so that they have passed all the procedures
followed for the scientific and cultural books and the legal deposit system of the
national library.
f.
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Library Collections Evaluation
Library collections of books and periodicals are subject to periodic biennial evaluation for
inventory, exclusion and revising policies for collections. This section explains the
1) evaluation methods and the 2) evaluation form that are followed by the UPM Library.

1. Evaluation Methods
The UPM Library may perform the evaluation using one or more of the following evaluation
methods:
Evaluation Method
Shelf Scanning

Description
Direct physical checking of the items on the shelves.

Statistics

Computing the number of times, a specific item is circulated
during the last two years. Items with higher circulation count
are considered popular for the library visitors.

Satisfaction Survey

The survey is electronically sent to all library visitors by the end
of each semester.

List Checking

Comparison with standard bibliographic lists; e.g., Resources for
College Libraries (RCL).

Benchmarking

Comparing the library holdings with a sample of other libraries in
local and international universities.

2. Evaluation Form
The form presented in the table below is used for several library evaluation methods;
specifically, Shelf Scanning, List Checking and Benchmarking methods. The form evaluates the
coverage of the library belongings of a specific subject area by assigning a code for that specific
area. The code has the form:
Coverage Level

Language

The variable Coverage Level is a number that indicates the level at which the library belongings
is covering the subject area. To explain, the variable Coverage Level can attain any number
between 0 – 4 as described below:
0 Out of Scope Level: The library does not have any collections in the subject.
1. Minimal Level: The objective area of the library collections includes only a few basic
items covering the topic in question.
2. Basic Information Level: This level refers to the library having general materials that
provide or outline general guidelines and the necessary introductory knowledge on specific
subjects in majors. These include encyclopedias, dictionaries, manuals, reference databases,
and major scientific journals.
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3. Instructional Support Level: These materials support all majors and academic
programs at the university through providing basic information in the subjects of different
majors, including books, individual and collective, reference and periodicals, scientific articles
and other selected sources that serve those majors.
4. Research level: This collection provides the necessary reference and source
information for university theses at the master's level, which includes research reports and
basic references from indexes, abstracts, and books.
The variable Language is used to indicate the item language as described below:
E: English books in library collections are dominant; no scientific material in other languages
is in the library's stock, or little information exists in other languages
F: the selection of scientific materials in another foreign language, in addition to scientific
materials in English
W: Wide selection of scientific materials in all languages
Y: Priority given to the foreign language, when acquiring scientific material
An example of the evaluation form is provided below for illustration purposes:
Coverage Topics of College of Engineering

Level

Applied Mathematics for Architecture

3Y

Digital Communications and Networks

3Y

Rf/Microwave Engineering

3Y

Adaptive Re-Use of Buildings and Sites

3Y

Advanced Cad & Digital Design

3Y

Comments

Review collections development policy
The policy is reviewed periodically (annually) and whenever necessary.
Procedure(s) that apply:

S. No.
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Procedure

Responsibility

1

Material selection and filling in the library orders form

Faculty\Students\Librarian

2

Send the form to the library to check the material data

Librarian
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S. No.
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Procedure

Responsibility

Heads of Academic
Programs/Colleges Dean

3

Approval

4

Submitting the form to the purchasing department for
the quotations from the suppliers and for comparing the
prices

5

Approving the final PO from Executive Affairs

6

Verifying & receiving the new materials

Librarian

7

Processing & cataloging new materials and placing it in
the library collection

Librarian
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5.3 LIBRARY DONATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
This policy aims to organize and unify the procedures for developing library collections by
donation and gifting in a manner consistent with the university's vision and mission and to
support the needs of all academic programs.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules for accepting donations of books to the UPM library from
prospective donors.
Scope:
All prospective donors from on and off campus
Policy Provision:
Conditions of acceptance
1. Donated materials should support mission and objectives of the UPM Library, and
meet the collection development guidelines and policies, with regards to the
contents, physical condition, format and language.
2. The contents of the donated books should respect the Islamic values, adhere to the
laws of the Saudi Arabian government and adhere to the University of Prince Mugrin
regulations.
3. Donated materials should comply with all restriction conditions that are based on
location and/or the timescale for processing and/or disposal.
4. Donated items will be added into the library collections; therefore, will be available
to library visitors and will abide all library policies.
5. Donated materials should be in good physical condition.
6. Donated materials must be physically transported or mailed to the Library. The
mailing address for the library is as follows:
UPM Library
University of Prince Mugrin
P.O. Box: 40202
Postal Code: 41499
Madinah, KSA
The library does not provide transportation to pick up donated items, unless arranged by
the Rector’s Office through the Support Services Department.
For more information, donators may call +966-14-831-8484 Ext: 1099/1082/1156/3053 or
send an email to library.gc@upm.edu.sa.
7. Donated materials may not contain any markings that indicate the ownership of
another library or institution.
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8. The following materials are not desirable:
a. Outdated or superseded material.
b. Study notes, magazines, newspapers, clippings, children's books, brochures,
pamphlets, and promotional catalogues
c. Books that are grimy, musty, moldy, mildew or books with torn pages,
missing covers, or corrupted by too many comments written on them.
d. More than 5 duplicate copies donated at the same time, or so that the total
number of copies after donation will exceed 5 copies. Exceptions are made
for books that are being taught as textbooks for UPM academic classes.
e. Books handwritten or typed but not officially published shall not be accepted.
Disposal of unwanted items
1. The Library reserves the right to make decisions about the disposition or location of
donated materials. The library also may dispose any donated materials that do not
meet the library collection’s needs. Donations that is decided not to be retained by
the library may be given to other libraries, donated again or disposed of as decided
by the library management and/or committees.
2. The UPM Library is not obligated to notify donors of the disposition of the items.
Acknowledgment of Gifts
A letter of acknowledgment will be sent to the donors by the University of Prince Mugrin to
appreciate their kindness.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility
Library director or
head of technical
services
Librarian
Head of technical
services \librarian

Receiving donated material
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Inventory list of received donated material
Sorting of donated materials
Making a list of unsuitable or unwanted items & deal
with or dispose of them according to policy
Processing & cataloging acceptable materials & placing it
in the library collection
Preparing a letter of acknowledgment and sending to
the donor
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5.4 COMPUTER AND INTERNET USAGE POLICY
Policy Statement:

This policy aims to organize & manage the library procedures for the usage of all
workstations in the library in order to achieve high-quality services for all the university
community
Purpose:
This policy organizes the use of the workstations in the library, the Internet services and the
library e-resources.
Scope:
All UPM library patrons (Faculty, Staff & Students).
Policy Provision:
To achieve the university library mission of providing excellent learning environment that
supports the educational and research activities, the library provides stations with a free
internet access to all of its visitors.
1. The library’s computer stations should only be used to support the educational, research,
and administrative goals of the University. This includes searching the library’s catalogue
and databases; besides, other websites and specialized media.
2. Users and library staff are required to maintain an environment that is suitable to
education and research. Any user who disturb the quietness and/or the library set up in a
way that is unpleasant to other library visitors will be asked to leave the library.
3. Internet users are expected to use this resource in a responsible and courteous manner,
consistent with the purposes for which it is provided.
4. The library abides the Computer and Internet Usage Policy adopted by the UPM IT
department, which states:
a. Users must not connect a personally owned device to a wired network port
without authorization.
b. Users must not share their User Account or password or other authentication
credentials. Users must not use an account assigned to someone else.
c. Users must not use the library workstations and services for the following
activities:
i. The creation or transmission (other than for properly supervised and
lawful teaching or research) of any material or data that could reasonably
be deemed abusive, offensive, defamatory, obscene or indecent.
ii. The creation or transmission of material that could reasonably be deemed
likely to harass, intimidate, harm or distress.
iii. The unauthorized transmission of material that is labelled confidential or
commercial in confidence.
iv. The deliberate unauthorized access to facilities or services.
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5. Students are not allowed to install, attempt to install, copy, or download any type of
software onto Library Workstations.
6. Users are responsible for making use of software and electronic materials in accordance
with the copyright, software licensing agreements, and any applicable University Policy.
7. For more details, please check the attached Annex (General Information; Technology ICT
Services Use Policy)
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

1.

The user accesses the workstation by library account

Library Users

2.

When a user faces a problem accessing the

No.

workstation, the user must report to the User
Services librarian
3.

User Services librarian helps the library user solve the
problem if he can

4.
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5.5 LIBRARY GROUP STUDY ROOMS POLICY
Policy Statement:
This policy aims to organize & unify the library procedures in both campus for usage &
reservation of Library Groups Study Rooms in order to achieve high-quality services for all
the university community.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules & regulations of UPM Library Group Study Rooms in both
campuses.
Scope:
All UPM library patrons (Faculty, Staff &Students).
Policy Provision:
1. The university library has 5 group study rooms; 2 in the Female Campus, & 3 group
study rooms in the Male Campus. Room sizes vary to accommodate up to ten
people. These rooms can be used by the UPM students upon request on the
following rules and regulations:
2. Group study rooms are kept open for anyone needing to use private study space.
3. Group study rooms are intended for groups of two or more people engaged in
collaborative projects. An individual is welcome to use an unoccupied group study
room but must yield to a group upon request.
4. If the group who reserved a room does not show up, the room reservation is
forfeited at 15 minutes past the beginning reservation time.
5. When a room is not reserved, it is available on a first-come first-served basis.
6. Groups are responsible for the condition of the room; users of the group study
rooms must leave the room in good condition for the next users, including erasing
the white board.
7. The library is not responsible for lost or stolen items. Personal items left unattended
in a group study room for 30 minutes will be removed by library security & brought
to the Lost & Found Security Desk.
8. Users are not allowed to sleep in these rooms.
9. The library reserves the right to re-assign rooms or cancel reservations upon if
there is a need.
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5.6 LIBRARY PUBLIC LOCKERS POLICY
Policy Statement:
This policy aims to organize & manage the library procedures for the usage of Library Public
Lockers in order to achieve high-quality services for all the university community
Purpose:
The management of the Library lockers
Scope:
All UPM library patron students
Policy Provision:
UPM Library offers free public lockers to library patrons to facilitate the use of library facilities
and services. Currently, this service is available only in the female campus. The following rules
apply for the use of the lockers:
1. Locker keys can be obtained from the library circulation desk.
2. This service is available on a first-come first-served basis.
3. Users must show and reserved their university ID cards to obtain a locker key.
4. Users must not leave their obtained keys on the locker.
5. Users must return locker keys at least 15 minutes before library closing time.
6. Lockers are a free service offered by the library, but there will be fines charged for
all non-returned keys or late return of keys.
7. These lockers are only used to keep personal belongings and checked-out library
materials.
8. The following materials may not be stored in lockers :

a. Non-checked out library material.
b. Food.
c. Open drink containers.
d. Valuable property such as laptops, iPods and wallets.
9. Hazardous materials; e.g., flammable materials, explosives and guns.
10. The library is not responsible for loss, theft or damage of items that are kept in the
locker.
11. Users must empty their reserved lockers of any personal belongings before they
return the keys.
12. The library has the right of accessing the library lockers without notifying users at
any time for security purposes, repair, maintenance, search for any material that is
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not checked out, or any other necessity.
13. The library staff will regularly check the lockers.
14. The library will remove all personal belongings after the reservation due date
reservation and send them to Lost & Found section at the Students Affairs.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.

Procedure Steps

Responsibility

No.
1.
2.
3.

Present UPM ID to the librarian

Library Users
Users Services

check the availability of the lockers

Librarian

the librarian keeps the user id at the information desk and
gives the user a copy of the locker key & keeps the 2nd
copy with the id in the drawer.

4.

Services Librarian

users return the locker key, then the librarian gives them Library User \ Users
back the id card.
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6.0 RESEARCH
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6.1 FACULTY APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to the highest standards of teaching and
research and seeks to appoint and promote qualified faculty members using a standardized,
merit-based procedure.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in appointing and
promoting faculty members to the academic rankings of Assistant Professor, Associate
Professor and Full Professor.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Academic Affairs.
3. Executive Affairs.
Policy Provision:
1. The appointment of Assistant Professors and promotion to the ranks of Associate and
Full Professor is done through a public University in Saudi Arabia (hereafter referred
to as ‘Promoting University’).
2. UPM University reviews the applications of faculty members and makes
recommendations to the Promoting University for faculty members’ appointment or
promotion.
3. Newly appointed Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Professor with a proof
of rank issued from a credible university will not go through the appointment process
of the Promoting University unless the candidate is applying for promotion.
4. Newly appointed PhD holder without a proof of rank will be employed as Assistant
Professor but must go through the Promoting University process. The Human
Resources (HR) Department must instruct new members to complete the application
form and submit it to proceed with the appointment process before the probation
period ends (see below chart). The application is assessed for eligibility at Department,
College Council and Scientific Council levels before sending to the Promoting
University.
5. Newly appointed PhD holder without a proof of rank failing to pass the eligibility
criteria set by Promoting University will be offered a lecturer position upon consulting
the relevant department.
6. A Faculty with a master’s degree that is considered as a terminal degree and could not
provide proof of rank for an Assistant Professor or higher will be given a Lecturer
title.
7. The faculty member seeking promotion is responsible for preparing promotion
application, which includes completing the Application Forms and attaching all
supporting documents, as well as submitting the additional required documents
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specified in the Promoting University’s requirement list (Appendix III).
8. The faculty member seeking promotion must meet the minimum research publications
requirements covered in Appendix II: Publication Requirements for Promotion
through Public Universities in Saudi Arabia and considering the Promoting University
requirements.
9. Faculty members serving under one of the University Colleges or deanship of
educational services submit their applications to Head of Recruitment, Appointment
and Promotion (RAP) Committee copied to Head of Department for verifying the
eligibility of the faculty member and forwarding the application to the College Council
via the Department Council. Upon College dean's approval, the application is then
forwarded to the Scientific Council for assessment.
10. The Scientific Council reviews all applications before submitting them to the Rector
and decides whether an application establishes a prima facie case.
11. Proceedings of the Scientific Council are confidential.
12. Rector or any authorized person’s sends applications that have established prima facie
case with all required documents to the Promoting University.
13. Rector or Any Authorized Person sends promotion letter to General Secretary of
University Council copied to the Chairperson of Scientific Council. The University
Council confirms decisions from the Promoting University.
14. Scientific Council informs applicant in writing of the Promoting University final
decision.
15. The Board of Trustees (BOT) confirms and issues resolutions of approved promotion.
Copies of decision will be communicated to Vice Rector for Academic Affairs, HR and
Dean of College via Rector’s office.
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6.2 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) promotes and encourages excellence and innovation in
scholarly research and intellectual property creation by identifying and protecting the
ownership rights of the innovators, UPM, its faculty, staff, and students in accordance with
national and international legal standards.
Purpose:
This policy provides a common framework to regulate the ownership and management of
Intellectual Property from the creation, protection, innovation, exploitation and technology
transfer activities carried out by the Relevant Body. In addition, the policy targets promoting
and facilitating the protection of Intellectual Property in line with the UPM and National
Intellectual Property Policy.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector
2. Office of the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
3. Office of the Vice Rector for Business Development
4. Public Relations Department
Policy Provision:
1. Intellectual Property ownership: Department of Research and Postgraduate
Studies will recognize the following types of Intellectual Property ownership
a. Scenario 1 (Ownership of Intellectual Property shall vest in the
Recipient)
Where the funding comes from the Government of Saudi Arabia or any of its
ministries disbursing the Fund to a Recipient, and the Recipient creates Intellectual
Property, the ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest in the Recipient.
b. Scenario 2 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest in the
Relevant Body)
Where the Relevant Body commissions a third party to undertake research either
through consultancy or commission agreement, and the third party creates the
Intellectual Property, the ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest in the
Relevant Body.
c. Scenario 3 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest in the
Recipient (individual or third party)
Where the Government of Saudi Arabia disburses Fund to a Government Agency,
which in turn disburses the Fund to the Recipient (individual or third party), the
ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest in the Recipient (individual or third
party).
d. Scenario 4 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest jointly in
the third party, and Research Institution, and Inventor)
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Where the Government of Saudi Arabia disburses Fund to a Government Agency,
which in turn disburses the Fund to a third party, which collaborates with a
Research Institution such as UPM and when Intellectual Property is created
together, the ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest jointly in the third
party, the inventor at UPM and Research Institution.
e. Scenario 5 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest jointly in
the Recipient)
Where the funding comes from the Government of Saudi Arabia disbursing the
Fund to a project involving several Recipients, the ownership of the Intellectual
Property shall vest jointly in the Recipients.
f. Scenario 6 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest jointly in
the Research Institution and the third party)
Where the Government of Saudi Arabia disburses Fund to a Research Institution,
which under the funding agreement has to collaborate with a third party, and when
Intellectual Property is created together, the ownership of the Intellectual
Property shall vest jointly in the Research Institution, the inventor at UPM and the
third party.
g. Scenario 7 (Ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest jointly in
the UPM Inventors and a third party)
Where a private investor disburses Fund to a UPM startup, which under the
funding agreement has to collaborate with a third party, and when Intellectual
Property is created together, the ownership of the Intellectual Property shall vest
jointly in the inventor at UPM and the third party.
2. UPM Employee, Student and Faculty Invention: Where a UPM Employee, a
Student or a Faculty member of UPM creates Intellectual Property, the ownership
shall vest as follows:
a. Where any UPM entity creates Intellectual Property in the course of his/her
employment or active stay at UPM, the ownership of the Intellectual Property shall
vest jointly between the inventor and UPM, provided UPM has done financial
contribution toward the IP creation. Otherwise, the IP will be vested in Inventors;
b. Where a UPM entity, whose contract of employment does not require him/her to
engage in any inventive activity, makes, in the field of activities of UPM, an Invention
using data or means placed at his/her disposal by UPM, the ownership of the
Invention shall vest jointly between the inventor and UPM;
c. UPM will not assert any rights or claim of ownership of any Intellectual Property
in relation to scholarly books, articles, audiovisual lectures or other such scholarly
work or subject matter generated by researchers or academic staff except where
such Works have been specifically commissioned by the UPM.
3. Filing the Intellectual Property Protection: UPM reserves the right to decide
the countries in which it will seek Intellectual Property protection.
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4. Governance of Intellectual Property Ecosystem:
a. UPM shall be responsible to maintain, and to bear maintenance and other costs
associated with obtaining or maintaining such protection. However, the decision
whether to apply for, and to maintain, such protection shall be at the sole
discretion of UPM.
b. UPM shall establish an Intellectual Property evaluation committee for assessing
the merit of the Intellectual Property disclosure. Details about the governance of
IP ecosystem is outlined in “Procedure of IP Governance
[UPM.AA.RES.IP.GOV.PROC.DOC.01]” document.
5. MORAL RIGHTS AND ETHICAL ISSUES
UPM recognizes the moral rights of the author(s) or Inventor(s) of Intellectual
Property. UPM shall take reasonable steps to ensure that the author(s) or Inventor(s)
is acknowledged as the author(s) or Inventor(s) of the Intellectual Property. UPM shall
also take reasonable steps to ensure that any alteration or modification of a work does
not harm the reputation or honor of the author(s) or Inventor(s). All Employees of
the UPM shall ensure that in the creation, development and generation of any
Intellectual Property, all reasonable care is taken to ensure that there is no breach of
any ethics or the moral rights of the author(s) or Inventor(s) of Intellectual Property.
Procedure(s) that apply:
Procedure of IP Governance
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6.3 COMMERCIALIZATION POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) encourages developing capacity for the commercialization
of its research outputs and supporting the enterprise and industrial sector.
Purpose:
This policy regulates the exploitation and commercialization of Intellectual Property generated
from projects funded by the Saudi Government, UPM or other research organizations.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector
2. Office of Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
3. Office of Vice Rector for Business Development
4. Public Relations Department
Policy Provision:
1. It is the intention of UPM to encourage and reward innovation and creative activity.
Therefore, it is required to encourage and motivate researchers, employee(s) and
others associated with UPM funded research and development projects and to
administer Intellectual Property (IP) rights in a manner that is reasonable to all parties
involved and for the public benefit.
2. UPM will provide assistance for Commercialization to UPM IP owners by taking an
idea to an outcome in a form of a product, service, process or organizational system
to market by way of licensing, assignment, spin-off, or joint ventures.
3. UPM employees must not disclose IP having commercial potential to third parties
unless they have advised the Department of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies
in writing with reasonable notice to enable assessment. However, UPM employee(s)
can proceed at their own:
a. If the decision by the University is not to accept responsibility for
Commercialization; and
b. If no decision is made by the Director of Scientific Research and Graduate
Studies within two (2) months of the date of submission of the written notice.
c. If the employee works jointly on an idea with a third party in which the third
party has contribution to the IP.
4. UPM will encourage and reward innovation and creative activity through sharing of
revenues and other income generated from commercial exploitation of Intellectual
Property rights.
5. Incentive schemes for inventor(s) upon disclosure of invention, filing of patent and/or
grant of patent shall be regulated by the Scientific Council. In a circumstance where
there are one or more Inventors, the incentives will be distributed in accordance to
the explicitly written agreement of the Inventors or based on the Inventors named in
the Invention disclosure form.
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6. Where the Recipient/UPM derive any financial return from the commercial
exploitation of the Intellectual Property, such net revenues shall be divided between
the Recipient and the Inventor(s). In arriving at the figure that is available for sharing
between the Recipient and the Inventor(s), the Recipient shall deduct all reasonable
Expenses. Distribution of rest of net revenues will be subject to negotiations.
7. In the event of a dispute, controversy, claim or difference of whatever nature arising
out of the implementation or operation of this Policy, among the Inventors themselves,
or between the Inventor(s) and the Recipient, a committee formed by Director of
Scientific Research and Graduate Studies shall try to resolve the dispute, claim or
difference; failing which, it shall refer the matter to the upper body of Intellectual
Property Commercialization for resolution.
8. The costs of such dispute resolution, if any, shall be borne equally by all parties to the
dispute.
9. The Director of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies may delegate any of his
responsibilities under this policy to another person or committee e.g. negotiating team
as deemed necessary.
Procedure(s) that apply:
S.
No.
1.
1.1

1.2

2.
2.1
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Initial Assessment
Department of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies will
make an initial assessment of the intellectual property disclosed
in a Non-Disclosure Form. The assessment will focus on:
a) Commercialization prospects of the Intellectual
Property;
b) Appropriateness of seeking the protection of the
intellectual property;
c) Suitable commercialization strategies; and
d) Potential industry partners.
Department of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies will
provide advice to inventor(s) regarding:
a) whether to apply for a patent;
b) the timing of a patent application; and
c) the scope of protection to be sought.
Feedback is expected within two (2) months of the date of
submission of written notice.
Pre-Negotiation

Department of
Scientific
Research and
Graduate Studies

Department of
Scientific
Research and
Graduate Studies

Recipient, Inventor(s) and Commercialization party(s) are
required to disclose the particulars of any Intellectual Property Recipient and
rights and other relevant information, which would be relied Inventor(s)
upon during the negotiation. Before disclosing any Confidential
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S.
No.
2.2

2.3

3.
3.1
3.2
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

Information, a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) must be
executed.
In contract negotiation, the Recipient may appoint the
negotiating team from UPM internal resources or external
experts as deemed necessary. The negotiating team
representing the Recipient should have the following
attributes:
a) Technical expertise and firm understanding of the Recipient
technology that is at issue;
b) Good understanding of relevant laws, regulations,
Government policies and of any policies or requirements
adopted by the Recipient; and
c) Sufficient commercial expertise.
The party representing the Recipient shall be responsible for
all activities related to Intellectual Property Commercialization,
such as the following:
a) Researching the market;
b) Identifying parties that have the business or technical Negotiating
expertise to effectively commercialize the Invention;
team
c) Enter into discussions with interested parties and
potential licensee(s);
d) Develop a business plan; and
e) Negotiate agreements.
Commercialization Options
Following the previous steps, possible commercialization
options include licensing, assignment, spin-off, or joint
ventures.
Licensing can be in the form of exclusive License, nonexclusive License, sole License and cross License. All licensing
arrangements can be contractually limited by geographical
locations, time, industry and fields of application.
Exclusive License - the Recipient transfers all rights of
exploitation of the Intellectual Property to the licensee.
This means the Recipient relinquishes the rights to
exploit the Intellectual Property himself or to grant any
additional, subsequent License(s) to another party.
Recipient should retain the rights to use, conduct further
research and development and exploit the Intellectual
Property for non-commercial use.
Non-Exclusive License - the Recipient may grant the
rights of exploitation of the Intellectual Property to one
or more party(s), including the right to exploit the
Intellectual Property himself. In a non-exclusive License,
the Recipient may grant the licensee sub-licensing rights.
Sole License - the Recipient transfers all rights of
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S.
No.

3.3

3.4

3.5
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Procedure Steps

Responsibility

exploitation of the Intellectual Property to the licensee
but retains his rights to exploit the Intellectual Property
himself.
Cross-License - This option allows two or more
Intellectual Property owners to contractually authorize
each other to use their Intellectual Property for
commercial and non-commercial purposes. In a crosslicensing arrangement, the consideration for the rights
conferred by one party is a reciprocal grant of rights by
the other. Cross-licensing terms may include the payment
of a licensee fee or royalty if the rights conveyed by the
parties are not equal in value.
Assignment - The Recipient transfers complete ownership to
another party (assignee). Assignment involves an outright sale
of Intellectual Property rights to the assignee. However, partial
Assignments are allowed. For example, an Assignment may be
restricted by geographical locations.
Spin-Off Company - The Recipient establishes a company
for the purpose of Commercialization of the Intellectual
Property, where Inventor(s) and Recipient may own equity in
the company together with any third party, in proportions to
be negotiated.
Joint Venture Company - The Recipient establishes an
entity together with a third party for the purpose of
Commercialization of the Intellectual Property, where the
Recipient and the third party are shareholders of the said
company.
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6.4 RESEARCH ETHICS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to achieving excellence in research and
scientific outcomes in accordance with high standards of ethical and moral integrity by
establishing clear research ethics policy for all researchers.
Purpose:
This policy states the guidelines for maintaining the integrity and excellence of academic
research at UPM.
Scope:
1. Office of the Rector
2. Office of Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
Policy Provision:
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1.

University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to maintaining the integrity and
excellence of academic research. All research should be conducted to the highest
levels of ethics and integrity.

2.

Research activities conducted by UPM personnel will be supported once authorized
by the Department of Research and Postgraduate Studies.

3.

Each researcher will have to negotiate the full time equivalent (FTE) of research time
with his/her Department Chair, approve by the Dean of the faculty and present the
official approval to the Director of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies (DSRGS)
to make the research as official load.

4.

The DSRGS will ensure all policies and procedures that are developed and
implemented by the Research Directorate, have institutional oversight. The DSRGS
will ensure that policies and procedures will be adhered to in order to protect human
subjects and animals and ensure that high standards of scientific integrity are
maintained.

5.

This Research Ethics Policy applies to all members of the UPM (including students,
academic and research staff, honorary and visiting staff) in line with requirements set
out by Saudi national and international regulatory bodies, professional and regulatory
research guidance and research ethics frameworks issued in appropriate areas, as
outlined in the “Research Procedures” section of this document. It applies to all kinds
of research involving human participants or involving data related to directly
identifiable human subjects. It applies to all outputs identified as “research”, explicitly
or implicitly, and all outputs communicating the outcomes, findings or conclusions of
research, but does not apply to the outputs of those drawing from research, whether
in editorials, op-eds, blogs and other such communications.

6.

It is the responsibility of all individual researchers to ensure their own compliance with
this Research Ethics Policy and related policies, as mentioned in the “Related
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Policy(ies)” section.
7.

All allegations regarding the breaches of this Research Ethics Policy outlined here will
be investigated by “UPM Ethics Committee” in accordance with the Procedures for
the investigation of allegations of misconduct outlined in “Procedures of Investigation
of Allegations of Research Misconduct”.

8.

All the research related activities such as conducting research, submitting national or
international proposals, conducting funded projects, submitting intellectual property
applications, conducting research related events or seminars, research publications,
and joint national/industrial/international collaborations will be handled by the RPS
Department after consultations with the home department and college of the faculty
member initiating the research activity.

9.

Any comments or queries regarding the Research Ethics Policy should be addressed
in the first instance to the Research Director via pssr@upm.edu.sa

10. Any research activity within UPM should adhere to the following research conduct.
Research Conduct
1) All UPM staff and students (and any non-UPM staff undertaking research on behalf of
UPM or using UPM facilities) are expected to observe the highest standards of
integrity, honesty and professionalism and to embed good practice in every aspect of
their work. This includes the interpretation and presentation of research results and
contributions to the peer review process and the training of new researchers, staff
and students as well as the conduct of the research itself. Research is deemed to follow
good practice if it is conducted and disseminated in accordance with the principles of
honesty, openness, transparency and research rigor. The following will be observed:
a. UPM will allow research to be part of official workload. However, each
researcher has to get approval from his/her department chair and dean of the
college.
b. UPM will incentivize researchers (faculty, graduate student and undergraduate
student) by announcing best researcher award per academic year. Scientific
council will decide the criteria for such award. Also, Scientific Council will
provide incentives for researchers who publish in ISI indexed journals as per
the impact factor. Details of such criteria (e.g. Q1, Q2, Q3 tier) and amount
of prize money will be decided by the Scientific Council.
2) In addition, specific requirements for good practice in research include:
a. Robust and appropriate research design
b. Documenting of methods and outcomes
c. Honesty in the reporting of findings
d. Acknowledging the contribution of others, whether they are researchers,
funders or other stakeholders
e. Honesty and fairness with respect to the attribution of authors of any research
outputs. This should include appropriate recognition of the research done by
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students or other researchers who have contributed to the research and/or
publication. (It is recommended that researchers refer to the guidance on
authorship provided by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
(ICMJE), reference is provided at the “Reference(s)” section.
f. Honesty in citing others’ research and of one’s own previous relevant or similar
research
g. Acknowledging the funders of the research in any research outputs.
h. Transparency in reporting any impartiality or conflicts of interest of the
researchers or other stakeholders involved in the research.
i. Conducting the research in line with relevant ethical standards.
j. Responsible data management, including the effective storing and archiving of
data in accordance with relevant standards and policies, including those of
Open Access.
k. Responsible use of research funds.
l. Responsibility for the needs and training of early career researchers.
3) Unacceptable research conduct includes the following (the list is not exhaustive):
• Fabrication, falsification, fraud: This includes the creation of false data or other
aspects of research, including documentation and participant consent; the
inappropriate manipulation and/or selection of data, imagery and/or consents;
any other kind of fraudulent behavior.
• Plagiarism: This includes the copying or misappropriation of ideas (or their
expression), text, software, or data (or some combination thereof) without
permission and due acknowledgement. Researchers are strongly encouraged
to agree and record in advance with any co-authors and research assistants
how any work carried out by them will be attributed in publications.
• Self-plagiarism (“presenting one’s own previously published work as though it
were new”) while not considered to be misconduct is deemed poor practice
in all but limited circumstances.
•
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Misrepresentation: this includes:
a. Misrepresentation of data, for example suppression of relevant findings
and/or data, or knowingly, recklessly or by gross negligence, presenting a
flawed interpretation of data;
b. Undisclosed duplication of publication, including undisclosed duplicate
submission of manuscripts for publication;
c. Misrepresentation of interests, including failure to declare material
interests either of the researcher or of the funders of the research,
including failure to disclose the fact that research has been funded by the
subject or commissioner of the research;
d. Misrepresentation of qualifications and/or experience, including claiming or
implying qualifications or experience which are not held;
e. Misrepresentation of involvement, such as inappropriate claims to
authorship and/or attribution of work where there has been no significant
contribution, or the denial of authorship or full acknowledgement where
another researcher or author has made a significant contribution.
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•

Mismanagement or inadequate preservation of data and/or primary materials. This
includes failure to:
a. Keep clear and accurate records of the research procedures followed and
the results obtained, including interim results;
b. Hold records securely in paper or electronic form;
c. Make relevant primary data and research evidence accessible to others for
reasonable periods after the completion of the research: data should
normally be preserved and accessible for seven years, but for projects of
clinical or major social, environmental or heritage importance, for 20 years
or longer;
d. Manage data according to the research funder’s data policy and all relevant
legislation;
e. Wherever possible, deposit data permanently within a national collection.
Responsibility for proper management and preservation of data and
primary materials is shared between the researcher and the research
organization.

•

Breach of duty of care, which may involve but not be limited to the following:
a.
Deliberately, recklessly or by gross negligence: disclosing improperly
the identity of individuals or groups involved in research without their
consent, or other breach of confidentiality; placing any of those involved
in research in danger, whether as subjects, participants or associated
individuals, without their prior consent, and without appropriate
safeguards even with consent; this includes reputational danger where
that can be anticipated;
b.
Not taking all reasonable care to ensure that the risks and dangers, the
broad objectives and the sponsors of the research are known to
participants or their legal representatives;
c.
Failing to ensure appropriate informed consent is obtained properly,
explicitly and transparently;
d.
Not observing legal and reasonable ethical requirements;
e.
Improper conduct in peer review of research proposals or results
(including manuscripts submitted for publication); this includes failure
to disclose conflicts of interest; inadequate disclosure of clearly limited
competence; misappropriation of the content of material provided for
the purposes of peer review; breach of confidentiality or abuse of
material provided in confidence for peer review purposes;
Collusion by the deliberate participation in the research misconduct of another
person, or concealment of such action by others.

•
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•

Interference by the intentional damage to, withholding or removal of, the researchrelated property of another person.

•

Negligence by the culpable serious departure from contemporary legal,
institutional and ethical practices in research, including unjustifiable departure from
accepted practices, procedures and protocols.
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•

Failure to declare or resolve a conflict of personal interest in research, including
failure to disclose the source of funding for the research where the funder has an
interest in the outcome of the research.

•

Breach of confidentiality required by external research contractors.

4) Director of RPS will form committees as deemed necessary to handle any researchrelated unethical practices or any received complaint regarding research misconduct
as per Investigation of Allegations of Research Misconduct Procedures.
5) In order to comply legally with Saudi regulations relevant to the involvement of human
subjects in research, on the one hand, and to fulfill its commitment to protecting such
subjects regardless of the funding source and/or methodology employed, on the other
hand, Research Department will consult with relevant institutional committee at UPM
competent to review such research projects.
Procedure(s) that apply:
1. Procedures to conduct Research
2. Procedures to maintain Publication Ethics
3. Procedures to maintain Research Excellence at UPM
4. Procedures of Investigation of Allegations of Research Misconduct
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7.0 STUDENT AFFAIRS
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7.1 STUDENT GRIEVANCE AND APPEALS POLICY
Policy Statement:
University of Prince Mugrin (UPM) is committed to providing a safe, fair and productive
environment to students, faculty and staff members.
Purpose:
This policy governs the rules, regulations and procedures followed in students’ grievances and
appeals about their experience at UPM.
Scope:
1. Rector’s Office
2. Academic Affairs
3. Student Affairs
4. Executive Affairs
5. Students/Prospective Students
Policy Statement:
1) A student has the right to peruse a grievance if he or she believes that a University
member has violated his or her rights.
2) A student has the right to peruse a grievance if she was discriminated on the basis of
authority, age, religion, race, color, or disability.
3) A student has to seek the advice of the concerned person, academic advisor, head of
department, and Dean of Student Affairs.
4) A student has the right to first try to resolve the issue informally. If the case was not
resolved, a student has the right to file a formal grievance/appeal by filling out the
“Student Complaint Form”. Form can be obtained from Head of Department’s Office,
College Dean’s office, or the Office of Student Affairs.
5) A student who intends to file a grievance/appeal to solve any issue, must do that within
four (4) weeks of the dispute or issue date.
6) Students must adhere to the deadlines assigned in this policy.
7) Academic Grievance
a. A student has the right to appeal decisions that impact his or her academic
standing or progression, when the grounds for an academic appeal are met
on the basis of quality of work, personal bias or unfair treatment, course
management and/or exceptional circumstances.
b. A student has the right to peruse an academic grievance if she believes a
problem is arising about:
i.
Grading and/or course- related assessment;
ii.
Student academic progress;
iii.
Course Registration;
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iv.
v.

Breaches of academic integrity;
Administrative operations or decisions related to academic matters.

c. A student must follow the correct channel of authority when trying to
resolve an academic complaint, as shown below:
Faculty Member
and/or
Academic
Advisor

Dean of College

Head of
Department

Vice Rector of
Academic
Affairs

d. Informal Attempts at Resolution: the student first should attempt to resolve
the matter, orally or in writing, with the instructor. Within one week of the
contact by the student, the instructor and the student shall make a good faith
effort to resolve the grievance. Should the instructor be on extended leave
or no longer employed by the university, the faculty advisor that is assigned
to the student will act for the instructor.
If no resolution can be made between the student and instructor, the student
should discuss the matter, orally or in writing, with the faculty advisor. If no
resolution results, the student should consult with the head of the relevant
department or program. At this stage, the Head of Department may inform
the dean that the consultation is taking place and may solicit his or her advice
on how to ensure that adequate steps are taken to achieve a fair result.
Efforts should be made to resolve the issues at an informal level without the
complaint escalating to the status of a formal grievance.
e. The Filing of the Grievance:
i.
If the grievance is not resolved to the satisfaction of both parties, the
student needs to fill the Student Complaint Form precisely and he/she
specifically state the reasons for the appeal with supporting documents
attained. The student need to submits the Academic Appeal Form to the
Head Department. If the Head of Department is not the instructor, then
the head of department will review the academic appeal and may request
additional information if needed. The Head of Department will act as a
mediator between the instructor and student to resolve the academic
appeal.
ii.
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If a resolution is not achieved at the head of department level, and the
student wishes to continue the grievance process, the student must present
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the grievance to the dean of the college within two weeks of the head of
department’s decision.
iii.

Within two weeks of contact by the student, the dean shall investigate the
grievance and attempt to find a mutually agreeable solution. If such a
solution cannot be reached, the dean shall weigh the facts and any
evidences or testimonies. The dean will send a written recommendation
which states his/her reasoning in the matter to the student and instructor,
within two weeks of having concluded the hearing. Within two weeks, both
instructor, and student must notify the dean of the college or administrative
supervisor in writing of their acceptance or rejection of the
recommendation.

iv.

If a resolution is not reached, the student has the right to submit the
grievance/appeal to the Academic Grievance Committee (AGC) via the
VRAA within two weeks.

v.

If the AGC decides by a majority vote at a meeting that there is no need
for a hearing to resolve the academic appeal, the process ends.

vi.

If the AGC decides by a majority vote at a meeting that there is a need for
a hearing, a formal hearing will be scheduled within two weeks after the
notice. And the student and instructor are notified in writing.

8) In either case, the student and the instructor, will be notified in writing within one
week of the Committee’s decision. Copies of the minutes of the AGC meeting shall
accompany the notification of the decision.
9) If the AGC resolves the academic appeal, the committee chair must write the final
decision.
10) A copy of the Academic Appeal Decision must go to the College Dean and the Vice
Rector for Academic Affairs.
11) The concerned instructor must comply with the decision taken at any level in regard
to changing the grade or keeping it if the appeal was related course grade.
12) Decisions reached through this process are final and may not be appealed.
13)Non – Academic Grievance/Appeal
A. A student has the right to appeal to the Student Affairs (SA) for the following
reasons:
I.
University facilities;
II.
University services;
III.
Student- student dispute;
IV.
Student- faculty dispute;
V.
Student – staff dispute.
B. The Dean of Student Affairs is responsible of determining whether the
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grievance/appeal will be further investigated.
C. The Dean of Student Affairs’ office is responsible of contacting the student within
two weeks to update her about the status of his or her grievance/appeal.
D. The Dean of Student Affairs’ office is responsible of contacting the Student
Affairs Grievance Committee (SAGC) to set up a meeting about the student’s
grievance/appeal.
E. The Chairperson of the SAGC is responsible of:
i.
Holding a hearing within 15 working days to convey a decision;
ii.

Reviewing and communicating the grievance/appeal to the SAGC
members for their recommendations;

iii.

Notify the grievant, the respondent, and the respondent’s respective
department chairperson of the actions on the grievance/appeal.

14) If the student is not satisfied with the SAGC decision, he or she has the right to
direct the case to the University Council.
15) UPM treats students’ grievances/appeals as confidential documents among all stages
of the process; only individuals involved in the decision-making process will access
the documents. However, when needed, the student will remain anonymous to
protect the student’s welfare.
16) Any student, wo initiates a fake grievance/appeal based on incorrect pieces of
evidence, is subject to disciplinary action.
17) Any student, faculty or staff member who, during the investigation process, provides
any false information related to any grievance/appeal is subject to disciplinary action.
Procedure(s) that apply:
Part A: Academic Grievance\Appeal
No Procedure
1.
Discuss the complaint/appeal with the concerned instructor
and/or academic advisor.
2.
If the case is resolved: closes the case with instructor.
If the case is not solved: completes the “Student Complaint
Form” and directs the appeal to the next appropriate level
(Head of Department)
3.
Investigates and tries to solve the case with the student and the
concerned instructor
4.
If the case is resolved: informs the instructor and student of final
decision and completes “Student Complaint Form” with action
taken and keeps record of the complaint in the Head of
Department’s Office.
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No Procedure
If the case is not solved: directs the “Student Complaint Form”
directs the appeal to the next appropriate level (Dean of the
concerned college or Dean of Educational Services)
5.
Investigates to solve the complaint with the student and the
concerned Head of Department
6.
If the case is resolved: informs the instructor and student of final
decision and completes “Student Complaint Form” with action
taken and keeps record of the complaint in the Head of
Department’s Office.
If the case is not solved: directs the “Student Complaint Form”
directs the appeal to VRAA’s Office
7.
Investigates to solve the complaint with the student and the
concerned Head of Department and Dean.
8.
If the case is resolved: informs the instructor and student of final
decision and completes “Student Complaint Form” with action
taken and keeps record of the complaint in the Head of
Department’s Office.
If the case is not solved: calls for AGC meeting
9.
Investigates and makes a decision
10. Completes “Student Complaint Form” with action taken and
informs the student of the final decision
11. Keeps record of the complaint and sends a copy of the form
that includes the final decision to the respective head of
department for archiving.
Part B: Non-Academic Academic Grievance\Appeal
No
Procedure
1. Discuss the complaint/appeal with the concerned UPM members
and/or academic advisor.
2. Investigates and tries to solve the case with the student and the
concerned instructor/admin/ student
3. If the case is resolved: closes the case with instructor/admin/
student
If the case is not solved: completes the “Student Complaint
Form” and directs the appeal to the Disciplinary committee
4. Investigates and tries to solve the case with the student and the
concerned instructor/admin/ student
5. If the case is resolved: closes the case with instructor/admin/
student
If the case is not solved: completes the “Student Complaint
Form” and directs the appeal to the Student Affairs Grievance
Committee (SAGC)
6. Investigates to solve the complaint with the student and the
concerned instructor/admin/ student
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No
7.

8.
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Procedure
If the case is resolved: informs the student of final decision and
completes “Student Complaint Form” with action taken and
keeps record of the complaint in the Head of Department’s
Office.
If the student is not satisfied with the SAGC decision, he or she
has the right to direct the case to the University Council.
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